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Figure 1 Audience members during the 'Whose Story is This?' Q&A with Vanley Burke, March 2018

Executive Summary
Birmingham Museums Trust (BMT) is the largest Museums Trust in the country,
comprising nine sites across the city of Birmingham. It has extensive collections of
fine art, applied art, archaeology, ethnography, natural history, science and social
history.
It was established as an independent trust in April 2012, following the merger of the
eight Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery (BMAG), then owned and run by
Birmingham City Council (BCC), and the Thinktank charitable trust. All of the
collections and buildings managed by BMT remain the property of the City Council.

Collecting Birmingham
In 2015, BMT successfully bid for £389,100 from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)
‘Collecting Cultures’ programme to deliver Collecting Birmingham. This is the 3rd
largest award granted in this cycle of the programme.
The theme of the 3-year project was was ‘growing up, living and working in
Birmingham’. The project activity was intended to enable the Curatorial team to
acquire new items for the Trust's collections through the development of deeper,
more sustainable connections with the communities the items represent.
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A signature project for the organization, Collecting Birmingham was linked to BMT's
strategic priorities of representing the city's diversity within its workforce, its
collections and its exhibition and engagement programmes.
An extensive events and consultation programme took place, principally in
community settings and often at the invitation of groups themselves. 1801 new
items for BMT’s collection were acquired by purchase or donation, as a result of
consultation with communities, artists, curators and expert professionals. A number
of oral histories have also been collected.
Many of the items collected have been exhibited at three principal BMT sites:
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery (BMAG), the Museum of the Jewellery Quarter
(MJQ) and Soho House. The Mosque Lamp and Quibla purchased with the advice of
the Birmingham Central Mosque congregation are on display in the Faiths in
Birmingham Gallery in BMAG. Other items have been or are currently included in
temporary exhibitions not directly connected to the Collecting Birmingham project.
The project activity coincided with a number of exhibitions in BMAG's main display
galleries, some of which featured objects acquired during Collecting Birmingham, and
all of which explored themes of personal identity and community representation.

The target communities
The super-diversity of Birmingham's population means that there are many
communities who are currently under-represented in BMT’s collection, which in
turn restricts the Trust's ability to engage with these groups and tell their stories.
The Collecting Birmingham team consulted with residents in the four wards of
Soho, Aston, Nechells and Ladywood in the Ladywood constituency, to identify and
acquire relevant collections. These wards were chosen because their population
most exemplifies the super-diverse target communities in terms of age, sexual
orientation, socio-economic, faith and ethnic backgrounds.
Four of BMT's museum sites are situated within these four wards: BMAG, the
Museum of the Jewellery Quarter, Soho House and Aston Hall.
The Collecting Birmingham team targeted the following communities for engagement
with the project:








Caribbean communities
Irish communities
Muslim communities
LGBT communities
Chinese communities
Eastern European communities
Young people (under 25).
 English communities (‘White English’ as described by ONS)
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Collecting Birmingham outputs and performance against HLF
Approved Purposes
RECRUITMENT
APPROVED PURPOSE 1: Recruit a full time Project Curator to
carry out research, develop, document, display and interpret
BMT collections as outlined in the activity plan.

COMPLETED

APPROVED PURPOSE 2: Recruit a full time Project Outreach
Officer to assist in delivering a programme of engagement
and consultation within the areas identified.

COMPLETED

APPROVED PURPOSE 3: Contract a photographer to
document the project and objects. Pictures to be posted
online.

COMPLETED

APPROVED PURPOSE 4: Contract a conservator to provide
support in caring for the collections.

COMPLETED

COLLECTIONS
APPROVED PURPOSE 5: Collect 40 objects, 10 from each area EXCEEDED
pre identified.
APPROVED PURPOSE 6: Twenty oral histories have been
collected related to the objects detailed in AP4.

70% complete

14 interviews recorded with 17 participants. Further collection will
be an ongoing part of the project legacy.

COLLECTIONS OUTPUTS
No of objects acquired through the Collecting
Birmingham consultation process
No of oral histories collected

HLF
Target

ACTUAL

+/target

40

1801

+1761

20

14

-6

VOLUNTEERS

EXCEEDED

APPROVED PURPOSE 7: Recruit volunteers.
Volunteers to receive training in object acquisition and documenting, object handling
and display work, delivering talks and tours
VOLUNTEERS OUTPUTS

HLF
Target
12

No of volunteers recruited
No of university student placements
No of volunteer days contributed
Value of the volunteer contribution

160
£33,350
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ACTUAL
39
3
258
£36,215

+/target
+23
+3
+98
+£2865

COMMUNITIES, EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

EXCEEDED

Approved purpose 8: Deliver a new programme of displays, exhibitions and events at
BMT venues sites to engage with under-represented groups and local schools
COMMUNITIES, EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS
OUTPUTS
No of participants/instances of participation
Existing organisational relationships reinforced
New relationships forged through CB activity
No of community events, open days and
workshops
No of high quality exhibitions staged in the
target wards and at BMAG

HLF
Target
644

53

3541
21
22
83

4

4

STAFF & VOLUNTEER TRAINING

+/target
+2897

ACTUAL

+30
achieved

COMPLETED

APPROVED PURPOSE 9: Deliver a programme of training for staff to include
knowledge sharing days with Bristol Museum and a conference to exchange lessons
learned
STAFF & VOLUNTEER TRAINING OUTPUTS
Collections-focussed training undergone by 18
participants (12 volunteers and 6 BMT Staff)
No of training days attended by team
Collecting Cultures training days
Host 1 x Collecting Birmingham conference for
wider heritage, community and arts sector
No of delegates at the conference
EVALUATION

HLF
Target

ACTUAL

+/target

18

18

achieved

18
2

18
3

achieved
+1

1

1

achieved

50

85

+35

COMPLETED

APPROVED PURPOSE 10: Evaluate the project

Lessons learned
COLLECTING: Learning points
Community relationships - 'messy collecting' leads to valuable partnerships. It might
not bring a collection, but it will bring goodwill and powerful ambassadors.
Structure - having a collecting structure limited by theme and geography helped the
team to focus discussions whilst still having an ability to flex within it, essential given
the restricted timescale and staff capacity for the project.
Review the process - gives the team freedom and confidence to learn and actively
tweak delivery as the project progressed.
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Value - It's important to talk openly about value in all its forms - financial, cultural,
personal, historical.
Ethics - BMT adheres to the Museums Association Code of Ethics when acquiring new
collections. However it is clear that the act of ensuring communities are fully and
fairly represented requires regular discussion and challenge.
Time - It takes a long time to collect from communities or with community
consultation, especially where groups have been oppressed or feel uncomfortable
with authority and institutions.
INTERPRETATION AND EXHIBITION: Learning points
Whose voice is it? - Where possible use the voices of the creator or depositor or the
community to tell the stories associated with the objects. Film and audio can be used
to good effect to trigger further contributions.
Remember to capture or use intangible heritage - the opportunities for
reminiscence and story sharing triggered by events such as the African Oasis
screening which combined exhibition, film and a Q&A allow participants to benefit
from a richer heritage experience
Work with the community to contribute in different ways to the interpretation sometimes they might be the story, like Mrs McGhie-Belgrave, or they might help
shape the story, like the community participants who selected the Vanley Burke
images that seemed most relevant
FORMAL AND INFORMAL LEARNING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE: Learning points
Match the activity to the people involved - Although it takes longer to set up at the
outset, work with teachers and community partners to adapt the collectionsfocussed activity to match their own capacity as well as that of the museum. Be open
to learn from them what works best with the people involved.
Learning takes many forms - as a trusted partner, BMT can teach community
organisations about how to preserve, protect and develop their own collections and
how to bid for money to develop them. This relationship will likely pay off in time, in
the form of future collections-focussed activity or deposits.
MANAGING HERITAGE: Learning points
Recruit Expert Panels - The Expert Panel model is one that the team recommend for
future working, both in seeking advice to define areas or items to collect or to
understand more deeply objects which BMT have already acquired.
Cross-disciplinary working across BMT and partnership working - by combining inhouse specialisms with partners' local and specialist knowledge, all parties will be
able to play to their strengths and maximise impact.
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Legacy
Collecting Birmingham has significantly increased the network of communities and
local experts with whom the organisation hopes to work in future.
The team have worked across the whole Trust to bring many staff members' skills to
bear on creating networks and supporting partners to ensure a more representative
process of collecting and presenting culturally significant objects to wider audiences.
The very public nature of the project and the open consultation processes employed
have gone a long way to demonstrate goodwill to and build trust with communities
who had previously had reason to suspect the institution's intentions. Participants
have demonstrated changes in attitude towards BMT that augur well for future
collaboration.
There is no doubt of the impact that Collecting Birmingham will have on BMT's
Collections Development Policy and on the organisation as a whole. As Rebecca
Bridgman said:

As a result of Collecting Birmingham, I don’t think we’ll ever go back to
the method whereby only curators decide what new objects to acquire
for the collection.
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1. Introduction
1.1. About Birmingham Museums Trust
Birmingham Museums Trust (BMT) is the largest Museums Trust in the country,
comprising nine sites across the city of Birmingham. It has extensive collections of
fine art, applied art, archaeology, ethnography, natural history, science and social
history.
It was established as an independent trust in April 2012, following the merger of the
eight Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery (BMAG), then owned and run by
Birmingham City Council (BCC), and the Thinktank charitable trust. All of the
collections and buildings managed by BMT remain the property of the City Council.

1.2. Collecting Birmingham
'I've always thought that Birmingham Museums was in desperate need of change...
that work with extended communities was of a temporary nature - a dead poets,
dead artists society - that they should find a way to have the voices of the
communities in their walls. This is a move toward addressing that change.'
Vanley Burke, interviewed August 2018
In 2015, BMT successfully bid for £389,100 from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)
‘Collecting Cultures’ programme to deliver Collecting Birmingham. The 3-year project
was intended to enable the Curatorial team to acquire new items for the Trust's
collections through the development of deeper, more sustainable connections with
the communities the items represent. This is the 3rd largest award granted in this
cycle of the programme.
The project’s theme was ‘growing up, living and working in Birmingham’. The project
activity focussed on building relationships between the organisation and various city
communities to ensure that the material collected was truly representative, and was
selected, documented and could be displayed appropriately and with respect.
A signature project for the organization, Collecting Birmingham was linked to BMT's
strategic priorities of representing the city's diversity within its workforce, its
collections and its exhibition and engagement programmes.
An extensive events and consultation programme took place, principally in
community settings and often at the invitation of groups themselves. New items for
BMT’s collection were acquired by purchase or donation, as a result of consultation
with communities, artists, curators and expert professionals. A number of oral
histories have also been collected.
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Exhibitions of some of the items collected have been produced at three principal
BMT sites: Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery (BMAG), the Museum of the Jewellery
Quarter (MJQ) and Soho House. The Mosque Lamp and Quibla purchased with the
advice of the Birmingham Central Mosque congregation are on display in the Faiths in
Birmingham Gallery in BMAG. Other items have been or are currently included in
temporary exhibitions not directly connected to the Collecting Birmingham project.
The project activity coincided with a number of exhibitions in BMAG's main display
galleries, some of which featured Collecting Birmingham, and all of which explored
community representation and personal identity.

1.3. Project aims
Collecting Birmingham is intended to build relationships and collections that will
support BMT to grow and diversify its audiences.
The long-term strategic goal, embedded in this and other BMT projects including
'Museum for Birmingham' and the display masterplan for Thinktank, is that the work
will contribute to raising the awareness and perception of BMT leading to a shift in
people's opinions of it throughout the city.
The project aims were:
1. To strengthen the collection by acquiring objects and associated oral histories
which engage local communities and allow us to tell their stories of growing up,
living and working in Birmingham (specifically the Ladywood district).
2. To work with partner organisations in the district to develop a shared
understanding of significant people, places and events in Ladywood through the
over-arching project theme of ‘growing up, living and working in Birmingham'.
3. To build sustainable and continuing relationships with new audiences and local
community groups through a new process of consultation-led collecting
4. To increase the relevance and profile of Birmingham Museums to the people of
the city, in particular the heritage sites by using these locations as centres for
dialogue and consultation
5. To develop the skills, knowledge and behaviours of staff and volunteers
involved in the project
In completing the Collecting Birmingham project, BMT aims to address the following
HLF outcomes:
Outcome for

#ID With Heritage Lottery Fund investment...
H1

Heritage H2

People

heritage will be better interpreted and explained
heritage will be identified/recorded

H3

heritage will be better managed

P1

people will have developed skills

P2

people will have volunteered time
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Outcome for

#ID With Heritage Lottery Fund investment...
P3

people will have changed their attitudes and/or behaviour

C1

more people and a wider range of people will have engaged with
heritage

C2

your organisation will be more resilient

Communities

Table 1 Intended HLF outcomes for Collecting Birmingham

Detailed description of the projects proposed performance indicators mapped to the
HLF outcomes framework can be found in Appendix 1.

1.4. The HLF approved purposes
REF

DESCRIPTION

AP1

Recruit a full time Project Curator to carry out research, develop, document,
display and interpret BMT collections as outlined in the activity plan

AP2

Recruit a full time Project Outreach Officer to assist in delivering a
programme of engagement and consultation within the areas identified

AP3

Contract a photographer to document the project and objects. Pictures to
be posted online

AP4

Contract a conservator to provide support in caring for the collections

AP5

Collect 40 objects, 10 from each area pre identified

AP6

Twenty oral histories have been collected related to the objects detailed in
the previous section.

AP7

Recruit volunteers. Volunteer to receive training in object acquisition and
documenting, object handling and display work, delivering talks and tours

AP8

Deliver a new programme of displays, exhibitions and events at BMT venues
sites to engage with under-represented groups and local schools

AP9

Deliver a programme of training for staff to include knowledge sharing days
with Bristol Museum and a conference to exchange lessons learned

AP10

Evaluate the project

Table 2 Collecting Birmingham approved purposes.
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2. Delivery
2.1. Project team
The Collecting Birmingham project was intended to bring about long-term change
within BMT, and to provide a catalyst for the review of the organisation's Collections
Management policy and procedures.
As a result, the project management framework was embedded within the BMT
organisational structure (see figure 2).

Figure 2 Organogram showing project management framework

There was project funding for 2 staff roles, that of a Curator for Collecting
Birmingham and Community Engagement Officer, and for a freelance photographer
and external conservation consultancy if required. All other roles were filled
internally as contribution in kind.
Between project application and commencement, BMT underwent an extensive staff
restructure, during which some members of staff were made redundant, reducing inhouse capacity and expertise in some subject areas.
In order to increase capacity and expertise within the team throughout the course of
the project, the following opportunities were created:


Project Curator (Nazia Ali), who managed the project until January 2016 when
a change to the project structure brought in Rebecca Bridgman to provide
additional project management. The Project Curator role was HLF-funded.



Community Engagement Officer (Rebecca Fletcher 2015-16, then Charlotte
Holmes 2016-18). This role was Arts Council funded, as part of the Major
Partner Museum programme.
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A freelance curator, Cedar Lewisohn, was recruited to develop the theme of
'Leisure', October 2017-March 2018



Donna Taylor, BMT staff member, was seconded to assist with the collection
and transcription of the Oral Histories, from Sept 2017 – March 2018.



Luke Sewell was recruited as a freelance documentation assistant for Sept
2018 to complete outstanding cataloguing and packing of objects acquired.
Luke had joined the project on a student placement in 2017 and continued to
volunteer once the placement ended.

Although there was budget to commission specialist conservation support externally,
in the event, none was needed since almost all the project's needs could be met by
the in-house team. Some funding was used to pay for additional conservation staff
time in order to prepare Collecting Birmingham acquisitions for exhibition.
There were three staff changes within the project team:


Nazia Ali, BMT's Curator Science and Industry, was recruited as the Curator for
Collecting Birmingham, and also had responsibility for project management.
From January 2016, Rebecca Bridgman was brought in to provide project
management and Nazia remained full-time as the curator. From June 2017
Nazia requested to reduce her hours to 3 days per week. Cedar and Donna
were brought in to support the project from that point



Rebecca Bridgman, Curator Islamic and Asian Art and Curatorial Team Leader,
was seconded to the role of Project Manager (P/T) from January 2016 and will
complete the project in September 2018.



The Community Engagement Officer recruited in 2015, Rebecca Fletcher, left
the project in December 2015 for a promotion to Volunteer Team Leader and
was replaced in February 2016 by Charlotte Holmes, who continued in post
until the community phase ended in March 2018.

2.2. Project workstreams
The Collecting Birmingham project had 6 delivery streams, which included the
delivery outputs summarised below. For a full description of the workstream targets,
see Appendix 2.
WS 1

WS2

VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT
Recruitment and deployment of volunteers to fulfil a range of tasks across the
project activity
LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT



Collecting Birmingham Team (staff and volunteer) training



Training/development sessions across the Collecting Cultures cohort



Collecting Birmingham Conference for wider arts, heritage and community sector
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WS3

COLLECTION, CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT



Consultation with BMT partners



Community open days



Consultation workshops with communities



Items collected through Community Collecting workshops, 2015-2018



Collecting Birmingham Advisory panel



Consultation workshops on purchases



Consultation with experts in the field

WS 4

SCHOOLS PROGRAMME



Teacher's Forum



Teacher consultation / advice



School events

WS 5

PR / MARKETING



Posters and leaflets distributed through community partners and volunteer
ambassadors



Online campaign via website and social media channels

WS 6

EXHIBITIONS



Exhibition consultation workshops



Display / Exhibitions Volunteer time



High-quality exhibitions running in each of the target wards.

2.3. Project evaluation
A project evaluator was recruited in November 2016 and produced a Baseline Review
and Project Progress report in February 2017. This review included



progress interviews with 12 members of BMT staff
audience survey of the exhibition at MJQ

The first evaluator left the project in summer 2017 and Jenni Waugh, of Jenni Waugh
Consulting Ltd, was recruited to evaluate the remainder of the project, using a new
evaluation framework.
She was asked to provide both qualitative and quantitative evaluation.
Qualitative evaluation
This aspect of the evaluation was carried out using data supplied by BMT or collected
independently by the evaluator including:




Interviews with staff, volunteers, community partners and project
stakeholders
Gallery and event surveys
Social media responses and reviews
16



Transcriptions of contributors to community events and the Whose History Is
It? conference

Quantitative evaluation
This aspect of the evaluation was carried out using data supplied by BMT including:






Acquisition reports
Community engagement and events data
HLF reports
Audience survey reports
Training and development logs
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3. The communities
3.1. The target communities
As Britain's second city and home to approximately 1,137,100 people1, Birmingham
has a super-diverse population. It is younger, more ethnically and socio-economically
diverse than the region that immediate surrounds it and even than other cities in the
country. It has a tradition of industry, creativity and protest.
The diversity of the population means that there are many communities who are
currently under-represented in BMT’s collection, which in turn restricts the Trust's
ability to engage with these groups and tell their stories.
The Collecting Birmingham team consulted with residents in the four wards of
Soho, Aston, Nechells and Ladywood in the Ladywood constituency, to identify and
acquire relevant collections. These wards were chosen because their population
most exemplifies the super-diverse target communities in terms of age, sexual
orientation, socio-economic, faith and ethnic backgrounds.
Four of BMT's museum sites are situated within these four wards: BMAG, the
Museum of the Jewellery Quarter, Soho House and Aston Hall.
The Collecting Birmingham team targeted the following communities for engagement
with the project:









Caribbean communities
Irish communities
Muslim communities
LGBT communities
Chinese communities
Eastern European communities
English communities (‘White English’ as described by ONS)
Young people (under 25).

The Ladywood constituency is Birmingham's largest with a population of 135,000 and
is one of the most culturally diverse constituency areas in the City. It grew the most
rapidly in the last decade, with an increase of 30% since 2004.2


Ladywood has the highest proportion of people who said they belonged to a
non-white ethnic group - 78.7%, well above the city average of 49.6%.



In 2011, the largest non-White British group in the constituency was Pakistani
(15.4%) followed by 'Other ethnic groups' (12.6%).

1

BCC Population and Census information, 2017. Available at URL:
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/info/20057/about_birmingham/1294/population_and_census/2
2

BCC, Constituency information, available at URL:
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/info/20058/census_and_population/102/population_in_birmingham
/4
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In 2018, Ladywood constituency is home to the highest concentration of the
44% of 'new migrants' - Birmingham residents born overseas and resident in
the UK for less than 10 years - with 26.7% in Ladywood ward, 23% in Nechells
and 19.9% in Soho.



Birmingham' largest and oldest purpose-built mosque, Birmingham Central
Mosque is situated on the border of Nechells and Bordesley wards.

Figure 3 The project has focussed on building relationships with residents in the Ladywood
constituency of Birmingham, using BMT heritage sites as a local base.

Ladywood constituency has one of the city's youngest populations. In 2013 it had the
largest population of younger adults (aged 20-39 years)3. The age of this population
is affected in part by the presence within it of three universities - Aston, Birmingham
City and University College Birmingham - and by the high quotient of professionals
living alone:



Only 9% of Ladywood residents were over 60 in 2014
The larger proportion of residents over 65 years are part of the long
established White British, Black Caribbean and Pakistani communities in the
area.

3.2. Working with the target communities
The majority of the consultation activities took place in the 4 target wards. When
community activities took place outside the wards - for example the consultations at
Birmingham Central Mosque or over the Donald Rodney acquisitions at the Minerva
Studios, Digbeth - they concerned items that were culturally relevant to residents of
and involved participants from the target wards.

3

Birmingham Constituencies Mid-year Estimates, 2013, available at URL:
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/downloads/file/62/birmingham_constituencies_mid-year_estimates
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Muslim communities
Owing to the long-standing relationship between BMT and Mr Chishti of Birmingham
Central Mosque, dating back to the Black Pasts Birmingham Futures project work in
the 1990s, Collecting Birmingham were able to work very closely with the
congregation and officers of the Central Mosque to identify and purchase cultural
and faith-based items at auction. The team also collected the mosque's sound
system - historic in the country for being the first broadcast call to prayer.
Mohammed Ali, of Soul City Arts, another long-standing partner of BMT, supported
BMT's work at the mosque and also collaborated with Collecting Birmingham in order
to save the Koh-I-Noor restaurant booth. He has subsequently been elected as a
BMT trustee.
A new relationship has been established between BMT and the Somalian Muslim
community in the area. Following consultation with Somalian Muslim women,
Collecting Birmingham purchased a Xeedho, a traditional object associated with the
marriage ceremony.
Caribbean communities
Birmingham's Black Caribbean community has a history with city institutions that has
been fraught with prejudice and mistrust. Organisations such as African Caribbean
Self-Help Organisation (ACSHO) and Shades of Black have long preferred to operate
alone, to develop the education and resilience of their own community members and
fight racism. It has not helped BMT in the past that Soho House used to be a police
training college before it was turned into a heritage attraction.
BMT has had a long tradition of community engagement with groups and artists in
the area - for example, Advisory Board member, Mykal Brown of Wassifa sound
system has been a project partner in the past - but for a variety of reasons, the
acquisition of culturally relevant collections from this community had not been as
successful prior to the Collecting Birmingham work.
Collecting Birmingham worked with community members to build trust and to
identify and collect objects from
 Bini Butwaka and the African Caribbean Self Help Organisation (ACSHO)
 Brian Gabbidon, guitarist and founder member of Steel Pulse
 Donald Rodney, artist, and his estate
 Vanley Burke, Pogus Caesar and Stephen J Morgan, all photographers
 Mrs Eunice McGhie-Belgrave, activist and founder of Shades of Black
Each of these depositors are people of influence in the Caribbean community and
BMT hope that their example will lead to collaboration with others in future.
LGBT communities
Collecting Birmingham supported Birmingham LGBT Centre to develop bids to the
HLF to carry out a detailed LGBT heritage project. Although the bid was unsuccessful,
the partnership resulted the brokering of further relationships in the community and
ultimately in the acquisition of a collection from Unmuted, a support organisation for
Queer People of Colour.
20

The LGBT centre continue to support BMT activity, and were very involved in the representation of the Arts Council Collection National Partners Exhibition, Coming Out:
Sexuality, Gender & Identity at BMAG, 2 December 2017 - 15 April 2018.
Young people (under 25)
Collecting Birmingham delivered a very successful strand of collections-focussed
activity with 4 schools and 3 youth groups in the city which is discussed in section 6.1.
The video-gaming consultation for the 'Growing up' strand revealed an extensive and
inter-generational community of video gamers in the city, dating back to the 1980s
when Birmingham was a centre for game development, with companies such as
Codemasters. The Gamers open day, produced by 8bit Lounge, a retro gaming
community group, was attended by many families and young people.
English communities (‘White English’ as described by ONS)
White English residents of the target wards were involved in many of the community
consultations and engagement activities. During the first year, the following objects
were collected relating to Birmingham industries and life in the workplace:









John Derricourt: Silver tray, retirement gift from a Jewellery Quarter business
Doris Burford: Hairdresser's equipment
Freda Cocks, Birmingham' first female Conservative mayor: personal items
Avery Weigh-Tronix: museum material
Delta Rods Ltd: Brass extrusions
Association of Chief Police Officers: bravery medal & associated material
Hat and booklets from HP factory worker
Arthur Lockwood: watercolours of Birmingham industrial sites

Eastern European and Irish communities
Collecting Birmingham worked with volunteers from the Polish Millennium Centre
and the Birmingham Irish Association to identify and collect oral histories and objects
reflecting the domestic and faith cultures of Irish and Polish people in Birmingham.
Chinese communities
One of the project's community ambassadors was Rachel Yu, recruited via the
Chinese Community Centre based in the heart of the Chinese Quarter in the city.
Rachel supported community consultation activity in Nechells ward during the first
year of the project. Although members of the city's Chinese communities were
involved in the consultation activities, no items were collected of direct relevance
during the project.
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4. Collecting Birmingham outputs and performance against
HLF Approved Purposes

RECRUITMENT
APPROVED PURPOSE 1: Recruit a full time Project Curator to
carry out research, develop, document, display and interpret
BMT collections as outlined in the activity plan.

COMPLETED

APPROVED PURPOSE 2: Recruit a full time Project Outreach
Officer to assist in delivering a programme of engagement
and consultation within the areas identified.

COMPLETED

APPROVED PURPOSE 3: Contract a photographer to
document the project and objects. Pictures to be posted
online.

COMPLETED

APPROVED PURPOSE 4: Contract a conservator to provide
support in caring for the collections.

COMPLETED

COLLECTIONS
APPROVED PURPOSE 5: Collect 40 objects, 10 from each area EXCEEDED
pre identified.
APPROVED PURPOSE 6: Twenty oral histories have been
collected related to the objects detailed in AP4.

70% complete

14 interviews recorded with 17 participants. Further collection will
be an ongoing part of the project legacy.

COLLECTIONS OUTPUTS
No of objects acquired through the Collecting
Birmingham consultation process
No of oral histories collected

HLF
Target

ACTUAL

+/target

40

1801

+1761

20

14

-6

EXCEEDED

VOLUNTEERS

APPROVED PURPOSE 7: Recruit volunteers.
Volunteers to receive training in object acquisition and documenting, object handling
and display work, delivering talks and tours
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VOLUNTEERS OUTPUTS

HLF
Target
12

No of volunteers recruited
No of university student placements
No of volunteer days contributed
Value of the volunteer contribution

160
£33,350

+/target
+23
+3
+98
+£2865

ACTUAL
39
3
258
£36,215

EXCEEDED

COMMUNITIES, EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

Approved purpose 8: Deliver a new programme of displays, exhibitions and events at
BMT venues sites to engage with under-represented groups and local schools
COMMUNITIES, EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS
OUTPUTS
No of participants/instances of participation
Existing organisational relationships reinforced
New relationships forged through CB activity
No of community events, open days and
workshops
No of high quality exhibitions staged in the
target wards and at BMAG

HLF
Target
644

+/target
+2897

ACTUAL

53

3541
21
22
83

4

4

+30
achieved

COMPLETED

STAFF & VOLUNTEER TRAINING

APPROVED PURPOSE 9: Deliver a programme of training for staff to include
knowledge sharing days with Bristol Museum and a conference to exchange lessons
learned
STAFF & VOLUNTEER TRAINING OUTPUTS
Collections-focussed training undergone by 18
participants (12 volunteers and 6 BMT Staff)
No of training days attended by team
Collecting Cultures training days
Host 1 x Collecting Birmingham conference for
wider heritage, community and arts sector
No of delegates at the conference

HLF
Target

ACTUAL

+/target

18

18

achieved

18
2

18
3

achieved
+1

1

1

achieved

50

85

+35

COMPLETED

EVALUATION
APPROVED PURPOSE 10: Evaluate the project
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Figure 4 A selection of the items collected during the project. Top row (l to r) Donald Rodney, In the
House of My Father, ©Donald G. Rodney (Courtesy of the estate of Donald G. Rodney); Unmuted
Pride banner and t-shirt; items from the HP Sauce factory, Aston. Bottom row (l to r) Vanley Burke,
th
th
Velrose, Cannon Hill Park, 1972, © Vanley Burke; late 18 or early 19 century Ottoman Qibla
indicator and 19th century French revival-style mosque lamp; Somalian Xeedho; Africa Liberation
Day poster

5. Outcomes for heritage
5.1. Heritage will be identified/recorded
OUTPUTS

COLLECTIONS ACQUIRED AND
DOCUMENTED
Number of objects acquired through Collecting
Birmingham consultation process
Number of objects purchased
Number of objects donated
Number of items documented to Level 2
Number of oral histories collected to date

HLF
Target

ACTUAL

+/target

40

1801

+1761

20

458
1343
910 complete
891 in progress
14
-6

Table 3 Number of collections acquired and documented, 2015-2018. Information supplied by BMT.

'Collecting Cultures supports museums, libraries and archives to develop
their collections through strategic acquisition projects.'4

4

HLF website, 2018, available at URL: https://www.hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/our-grantprogrammes/collecting-cultures
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Items collected
In collecting 1801 items over three years, the Collecting Birmingham team has far
exceeded its original target of 40 items. The team have also collected 14 oral
histories from 17 people. Further oral histories will be collected as a legacy of the
project work.
The collections fall under the following categories:







Social history x 26
Science & industry x 4
Fine art x 3
Modern & Contemporary Art x 3
Decorative Art x 1
Islamic Art x 1

All items have been selected in consultation with community groups from across the
4 target wards during a range of light-touch interventions, open days, family
workshops or in-depth round table discussions.
For a detailed list of the objects and oral histories collected, see appendix 3.
Documentation: oral histories
11 oral histories have been collected in audio or film formats by the Project Curator
and the Community Engagement Officer. A BMT staff member, seconded from
Thinktank, transcribed and documented much of the material collected. One
interview, in Somali, remains to be translated.
I used the Oral History Society system, having had training at the British
Library, when I started on the project. Now BMT are using that system too.
Donna Taylor, Oral History Assistant
Documentation: objects
910 objects have received Level 2 documentation.
Given the large quantity of material collected, documentation of the remainder is
ongoing and continues in consultation with community and subject specialist
networks where necessary.
Object inventory and cataloguing work was undertaken by three students on
placement from Birmingham City University and 4 curatorial volunteers. Each of the
university students continued to volunteer after the end of their placements, to assist
with documentation and marking up the new acquisitions, and one was recruited as a
freelance project documentation assistant during September 2018 .

What are the benefits? This is the first time since Millenibrum that
we've had an active collecting project with a budget and an
engagement programme for Brum history...
Jo-Ann Curtis, Curator of History, phone interview
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Figure 5 Discussions during a Collecting Birmingham community-based focus group

Identifying the acquisitions
All of the community groups consulted deeply valued their own heritage, both its
material culture and its intangible oral histories. Items as apparently simple as Mrs
McGhie Belgrave's stoneware chamber pot, or a white nylon HP sauce-maker's hat
were imbued with meaning because of the experience they represented of times
now past, houses demolished and factories closed.
Committee or community?
This is a very important issue. Communities have a different angle. Curators
have a more artistic way - curators might choose an item that pops but in the
community's way, that is nothing to do with them. Which pot you use to cook
with is more important for the personal history.
Mr Chishti, Advisory Board Member,
Birmingham Central Mosque, phone interview
Initially, the Collecting Birmingham team were guided by the project's Advisory Panel.
The expert volunteer included Mr Chishti from Birmingham Central Mosque, or
Professor Malcolm Dick, who have been long-term partners of BMT's community
activity, as well as senior figures from community and arts organisations in the city.
The Advisory Board were very helpful in suggesting high value items to collect - for
example the work of contemporary artists and film-makers in the City - but were less
comfortable in identifying representative community collections. It was also
increasingly difficult to coordinate its busy members for more than a couple of
meetings a year and so was discontinued in 2017 in favour of more effective Round
Table consultations with experts on the theme under discussion.
For advice on community collecting, the team turned to the community itself. In the
first year, the focussed on trying to create structures of their own - recruiting a
volunteer community ambassador in each ward and setting up focus groups and
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open days across the target area, often in BMT properties. This rapidly proved to be
a lot of work for little consistent reward, as will be discussed in section 6.2.
Following the change in staff personnel in early 2016, the project team changed tack
and went where they were invited (or invited themselves along). This process was
described by Charlotte Holmes as 'messy collection' - 'it helps to establish contacts
and has led to donation rather than purchase'. The relationships made have led to
the collection of material elsewhere: for example, Birmingham LGBT Centre were
unable to acquire material with the Collecting Birmingham team, but directed them
to Unmuted, a support group for Queer People of Colour, who donated placards from
their first protest. Another long-term BMT partnership has also reaped benefits:
The Women's Textile Group are long-time partners [they meet and display
some of their creations at Soho House]. They didn't deposit for Collecting
Birmingham but are likely to give to the Birmingham Manufactures project
Charlotte Holmes, Community Engagement Officer, review meeting

If I was taught to collect, I would never have collected the things I have.
Vanley Burke, phone interview
Structured collecting
The project theme of 'growing up, living and working in Birmingham', was very broad.
By the end of year 1, the Project Manager was concerned that, in trying to cover too
many themes, orphan objects would be acquired - individual items that might be
representative of a singular aspect of a particular community culture but which
would not 'speak' to other items in the collection. Such objects are hard to display or
interpret meaningfully.
The main themes were therefore refined following consultation with the Advisory
Board and residents in the four wards to ensure that the items collected would both
be representative of individual communities and also relate to each other. The
themes were:


Year one theme– WORKING, resulted in the acquisition of these objects:
o John Derricourt, Jewellery Quarter worker: silver retirement tray
(donation)
o Association of Chief Police Officers: Medal and associated
documentation (purchase for £1,500)
o HMP Winson Green: prison door (donation)
o Grand Hotel: crockery (donation)
o Freda Cocks, first female Conservative mayor of Birmingham: portrait
and associated material (donation)



Year two / three – LIVING, with the following sub-themes
o People power: political activism, protest, civil liberties
o The home and identity
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o Playing hard – sport, leisure, culture, music
o Faith and places of worship


Year three – GROWING UP with the following sub-themes
o Gaming

In considering whose stories to record, some names came up immediately:
The question we asked was ‘what should we put in the museum?’ and we
realised that the question should be ‘Who should we put in the museum?’ And
Mrs McGhie, you were named by many people... The community wanted your
story and we wanted your story ...
Charlotte Holmes, Community Engagement Officer,
speaking at Whose Story is It? Event
Mrs Eunice McGhie-Belgrave was a natural collector and educator herself:
Many people, especially white people, don’t think that black people had any
sense of education when they came here and that was wrong. We had white
people teaching us back home and we are children of the empire. We have
taken the education that they gave us and we have brought it here and many
people here, because of racism, didn’t understand us and gave us a hard time
I thought why should they give us a hard time so I started collecting things up
so I could show them and here I am and here they are...
Mrs Eunice McGhie-Belgrave, speaking at Whose Story is It? Event
Vanley Burke was another who recognised the importance of collecting the essential
music, publications and ephemera which defined the experience of Afro-Caribbean
people in Birmingham and which would otherwise have been overlooked:
When I was living in Bournville, I collected a lot of ephemera as well as my
photos in the shed ... it was the 90s and I had been taking photos since the
70s, earlier, and I had plan chests full of posters and so on...
Vanley Burke, speaking at Whose Story is It? Event
The challenges of community collecting
Building trust
For all potential depositors, particularly those whose communities have been
historically overlooked or discriminated against, the concern was that the material
would not be valued or even made available, that the act of acquisition was itself felt
to be oppressive:
Everyone is coming to say that the museum is taking our stuff, but they have
had our stuff before at the Library. What they are doing is they take our stuff
and make sure nobody knows about it. We have Africa Day and the media
don’t want anyone to know about it. They do not want to the youth to know
about it. With all the publicity and all the information, they made sure
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Mandela did not come to the city – that’s where he wanted to come to thanks
for all the liberation material.
Bini Butwaka, ACSHO, speaking at Whose Story is It? Event
All the [LGBT history] material is kept in the prison that is the Library of
Birmingham - it's very poorly described and it's very difficult to access. The
website they created is very dated and we wanted very much to update it.
Adam Carver, Birmingham LGBT Centre, phone interview
Mykal Brown of Wassifa CIC, described in a phone interview how his initial
ambivalence was overturned when he met the team:
In those [early] days, we talked about how we didn't want to sell our things...
museums and institutions, they take things but just bank it, not display them
and the stories aren't correct.
Working with Charlotte and Rebecca , they respected us, they were good
people...
Wassifa were unwilling to deposit any of the material relating to their sound system
and travelling Front Room collection because they are still using it to teach young
people in the Black Caribbean community about their heritage. However, Mykal was
happy to support the team and act as an informal ambassador.
We were concerned that our community didn't feel comfortable going into the
museum and we wanted to make sure they were respected, felt comfortable.
It's an old conversation... The people in the blue jackets - they were really
welcoming to us. They showed respect in the gallery.
If you don't frequent those spaces - it's about how the staff receive you, how
uncomfortable you feel there. They are not spaces we created or originated.

Figure 6 Nura Ali presenting the Xeedho to Janine Eason of BMT at the launch
of the Collecting Birmingham Exhibition in BMAG, March 2018
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Access
Many of the acquisitions took a considerable length of time to secure. A rare
exception was the acquisition of the Koh-I-Noor restaurant fittings, as project
manager, Rebecca Bridgman, recalled:
I got a late night phone call from Mohammed Ali and he said 'get in here now
as they are gutting the place'. We were there is steel toe-capped boots while
they were refurbishing the restaurant around us.
Mohammed Ali, Director of Soul City Arts, has a long history of collaborating with
BMT on art and community activities. He also, as the son of a Bangladeshi restaurant
worker, has strong connections to the families involved in creating and running the
Koh-I-Noor, Birmingham's oldest Indian restaurant.
Even with his personal contacts to the community, Mohammed found it hard to
engage with participants:
If you were a museum oral historian you would not have got many of these
things. Even I had difficulty – I got in by building trust because of my family
connections, my local connections in Bangladesh. I had to work hard.
Mohammed Ali, Soul City Arts, speaking at 'Whose Story Is This?' Event
The rescue of the Koh-I-Noor furniture and fittings was made possible because of two
HLF grants:


Soul City Arts' HLF-funded project, Knights of the Raj, enabled Mohammed to
secure the community contacts, local information and wider heritage context.



BMT's Collecting Birmingham project team provided the funding for the
physical acquisition of the objects, the manpower and expertise to retrieve
and conserve it, and secure its long-term presentation.

The restaurant booth was the centrepiece of the Knights of the Raj exhibition at
BMAG, produced by Soul City Arts in collaboration with BMT.
Motivation
Zafar Qamar was very clear that he wanted BMT to acquire material from his
personal collection. An early adopter of digital technology, Zafar moved to
Birmingham in 1980 at the age of 12 and taught himself how to code using a ZX
Spectrum computer. He is now a visual effects designer in the video game industry
and a lecturer at Birmingham City University. In a phone interview he said
Normally I try to wiggle out of things like this, it's not really me, but I realised
this IS me. I am a video game developer and I live in Brum!
I feel uncomfortable about being more visible, but I feel responsible too - I
don't want to let myself down or any companies I worked for and I want to
inspire young people today to say 'wow, this guy lived in Handsworth and he's
of Asian descent and he did this'.
He spoke of the emotional experience of identifying material for BMT and of actually
parting with it:
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Did I find it difficult to part with the collection? Yes! I did. I thought 'it's
mine!'... Some things I found easy to part with, even big things... but some
things like the rare old games, especially with booklets with all the designers'
signatures... it was hard but by putting it in the museum I am making sure it is
more accessible to the public - in a safe place.
Asserting and assessing value
During Whose Story Is It? Nura Ali spoke about how the identification of a suitable
and representative item for the collections was deliberate act:
When me and Charlotte came together 2 years ago my object was to get a
Somalian object into the gallery...
1. for the young people to see and experience their culture
2. because not everyone can get back to Somalia to see their heritage
3. to show the people that Somalians are not that scary and that we have our
cultural traditions
I asked my mother and she had to think about the donation, because it is an item
of lineage to our community from the Horn of Africa and of significance to us.
The object chosen was a Xeedho, the ceremonial vessel which a Somalian bride
receives and unwraps as part of her wedding rites. In Nura's view, although the
museum would be acquiring the Xeedho, it would be on her terms.
It’s interesting about racism because I see it and I don’t see it... I came to the
museum to talk to Charlotte about offering this object – I was quite determined
and if you are determined you can get something in somewhere. You do not ask,
you just request. I come from a kingdom, my husband is the sultan of a tribe so if
I do teach my son to ask he will not be a great leader. He will request.
Nura saw the value of the item's presence in the collection for her own community
and the women of other communities:
With this object from my mother, this will empower Somali young women, and
it will educate young women from other cultures. It will empower them all.
When the Xeedho was offered for sale, BMT agreed to research a suitable price but
found that placing a monetary value on an item of such cultural heritage value as the
Xeedho was a complex undertaking. The team consulted with curators at the British
Museum and The World Museum in Liverpool but there are few in British museum
collections, and none have been purchased, making it hard to establish a like for like
comparison. The Xeedho was formally presented to BMT at the launch of the
Collecting Birmingham exhibition in BMAG in March 2018.
The purchase of photographs from Vanley Burke, a prolific and highly regarded
photographer who seldom sells his work, took longer than expected, in part because
he wanted to take time to consider whether he wanted to sell his work to BMT.
In buying such a large collection of Vanley's work - the 100 photographs that
comprise his exhibition and publication, The Rivers of Birminam - BMT knew that they
would effectively set the market price for any subsequent material that he might be
willing to sell. The valuation was relatively straightforward: the photographs were
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valued by Lindsay Stewart, an expert from Bernard Quaritch Ltd , on the
recommendation of Pete James, photo librarian at Library of Birmingham.
Ms Stewart also valued the photographs acquired from Stephen J. Morgan and Pogus
Caesar, two photographers who have sold extensively to institutions throughout
their careers.
Ethical considerations
Research for the purchase of the Xeedho raised ethical questions about choices,
power and value: although the object is made from simple materials - cooking vessels
held within a decorated leather frame - its ceremonial and cultural value is great. In
addition, the women offering the pot for sale are of high status within their
community. Finally, there was a sense on both sides that by insisting on payment for
an object that previous generations of anthropologists or curators might have simply
taken, it forced the acquirers to give it value - financial as much as cultural.
Charlotte Holmes, who led this particular purchase, found the whole experience of
community collecting to be challenging:
We perhaps have a lack of clarity about what constitutes value. As an
intermediary I felt a bit uncomfortable, that we were double guessing each
other. Collecting from community members has a difficult ethical element...
...Something about all this stuff... you think 'are they giving it to me to please
me or because they want it to be preserved?'
Conversation with other members of the BMT team, demonstrates that this diligence
and sense of responsibility is shared across all departments, particularly as a result of
the intervention at BMT of Sara Wajid, an ACE Changemaker, and the StoryLAB cocreation of The Past Is Now during 2017-2018.
The Past Is Now was a widely discussed and challenging exploration of the
decolonisation of the museum which culminated in an exhibition of the same name
at BMAG, 21 October 2017-24 June 2018. Some of its co-curators were recruited as a
result of the relationship formed between BMT and Birmingham Impact HUB by
Community Engagement Officer, Charlotte Holmes, as part of consultation over the
'People Power' element of Collecting Birmingham.
Charlotte was invited, in her turn, to speak about Collecting Birmingham at the
Birmingham Impact Hub 'Decolonise not diversify' conference in 2017.
Time
In addition to the lengthy period required to build relationships and establish working
partnerships, the team found that they had to factor in the time, having identified a
possible acquisition, to put the proposal through BMT's internal collecting process.
The process is complicated by the fact that BMT curates a collection it does not own:
the museums collections are owned by Birmingham City Council.
Reviewed in 2015, BMT's collecting process involves a number of steps: first a
proposal is submitted to the Collections Committee, chaired by Director of
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Collections, Toby Watley. The curator must show that they have considered not only
the cultural/historical value of the item, but also its conservation and preservation
needs, how it fits with the wider collection and how it might be used in future
interpretation, learning, research or exhibition activity.
All acquisition proposals have to be signed off by the Director of BMT and the
Director of Collections, as well as the Curatorial & Exhibitions Manager and
Collections Care Manager. Some decisions can be made swiftly, others may need to
be referred to the Senior Management Team, external experts. All potential
acquisitions must be assessed by a conservator. Once the proposal is accepted, the
curator can go ahead and make the acquisition. Even the apparently straightforward
purchase of the Ottoman Qibla from Christie's auction house was complicated by the
fact that the team had to get an external valuation and carry out a conservation
assessment in advance of the sale. The acquisition of Mrs McGhie-Belgrave's
personal items, happened relatively swiftly once the relevant assessments had taken
place, since she had made up her mind to deposit, but the purchase of Vanley Burke's
photographs, discussed above, took many months, in part because he wanted to take
the time to consider whether he wanted the museum to collect his work.
Once the item is acquired, a transfer of title form has to be signed by the former
owner and BMT, passing legal ownership of the objects to Birmingham City Council.
The curator must then document the collection and find an occasion for it to be
exhibited - in the case of the Collecting Birmingham acquisitions, many were
exhibited before the end of the project period. None of this happens overnight and
all of it had to be explained to community partners who, having made up their minds
to deposit did not always fully understand the processes involved in completing the
acquisition.
The team's communication with, and patience, ethics and respect toward all of their
partners was deeply appreciated as everyone worked together to preserve and
identify collections:
I think I came to them with the attitude that this [lack of LGBT heritage
representation] is a problem rather than this is a solution to your problem, our
problem... They have been very generous in helping me to understand more
about heritage, how to go about it...
Adam Carver, Birmingham LGBT Centre, phone interview
COLLECTING: Learning points
Community relationships - 'messy collecting' leads to valuable partnerships. It might
not bring a collection, but it will bring goodwill and powerful ambassadors.
Structure - having a collecting structure limited by theme and geography helped the
team to focus discussions whilst still having an ability to flex within it, essential given
the restricted timescale and staff capacity for the project.
Review the process - gives the team freedom and confidence to learn and actively
tweak delivery as the project progressed.
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Value - It's important to talk openly about value in all its forms - financial, cultural,
personal, historical.
Ethics - BMT adheres to the Museums Association Code of Ethics when acquiring new
collections. However it is clear that the act of ensuring communities are fully and
fairly represented requires regular discussion and challenge.
Time - It takes a long time to collect from communities or with community
consultation, especially where groups have been oppressed or feel uncomfortable
with authority and institutions.

Figure 7 The Collecting Birmingham calling card, encouraging people to get involved

5.2. Heritage will be better interpreted and explained
CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT
No of community ambassadors recruited
No of Open Days
No of participants
No of consultation workshops (general)
No of participants
No of consultation workshops on purchases or
acquisitions
No of participants
No of Advisory Panel meetings and Expert
Round Tables
No of Advisory Panel contributors
Consultations with experts in the field

HLF
Target
4
4
200
4
60

4
4
548
17
1698

+/target
achieved
achieved
+348
+13
+1638

4

22

+18

80

324

+244

3

7

+4

24
no target

25

+1

ACTUAL

Table 4 Consultation and engagement outputs achieved by Collecting Birmingham, 2015-2018.
Information supplied by BMT.
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EXHIBITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
Exhibition consultation workshops
No of participants
No of high-quality exhibitions running in each of
the target wards
High quality exhibition installed in BMAG
(will remain in Birmingham history Galleries until
whole site closes for redevelopment)

HLF
Target
4
80

ACTUAL
6
33

4

3

1

1

+/target
+2
-47
-1
Output
changed
Achieved

Table 5 Exhibition and interpretation outputs achieved by Collecting Birmingham, 2015-2018.
Information supplied by BMT.

As these items are researched and documented, I'll be thinking hard
about the stories we can now tell in the museum
Jo-Ann Curtis, Curator of History, phone interview

If you come to the table and you think you know it all, you have no right
to be there
Vanley Burke, phone interview
Getting the story straight
Consultation
The Collecting Birmingham team were as punctilious in consulting communities and
creators over how to interpret and explain the objects collected as they had been in
acquiring them in the first place.
Several of the project stakeholders interviewed during the project spoke eloquently
about the 'bugbear' of poor interpretation or inaccurate presentation of the objects
that supposedly represented them. Therefore, the whole team made sure that the
communication links between community and museum were clear and easy to
access, either in person or via social media (the project had 2 facebook groups and a
twitter feed - see Appendix 4 for details). The Community Engagement Officer made
a point of greeting all attendees at events and consultations and handing out a
calling card (see figure 7).
The way in which the team worked with communities in the production of exhibitions
also underwent some changes. Initially each of the exhibitions was to be developed
and produced in consultation with community members, who would also provide
interpretation text.
The initial plan had been to stage 5 high-quality exhibitions, one in each ward and
one in BMAG, as follows:



Museum of the Jewellery Quarter, January-March 2016
Soho House, May-September 2016
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Aston Hall, May-September 2017 [in the event, this was not delivered]
Museum Collections Centre, August 2017 onwards
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery, March 2018 onwards

In practice, this was an ambitious proposition.
Changes to the exhibitions programme
As discussed above, collecting is a time-consuming activity; so too is the process of
co-creating an exhibition, especially when working in an unfamiliar venue with new
partners. The experience of producing the first exhibition at MJQ demonstrated that
the target was too ambitious an undertaking for the time allowed.
In that instance, the Project Curator and Community Engagement Officer had 10
months to collect material, and recruit and train volunteers to produce content for
the first exhibition in MJQ, in time for the proposed January opening. As they were
developing this exhibition, they were also working with expert and community
partners to acquire new collections, with a mind to developing a second exhibition
for Soho House in late autumn 2016. In the event, the opening slipped to late March
2016 and the Soho House exhibition was postponed until September 2016.
Key issues arising from the production of the MJQ exhibition were5:


A need for donor's voices to be reflected more strongly in the exhibition



A need to work differently when developing an exhibition where the objects
and stories come from members of the community



A need to allow more time for agreeing the content, and developing and
editing interpretation

In February 2016, the project board reviewed the exhibition output, and reduced the
number of exhibitions to 3, one for each year of collecting. The second exhibition
went ahead at Soho House but opened later than planned and in two phases: first,
with the installation of material from Mrs McGhie-Belgrave's collection, and later in
summer, the installation of photographs purchased from Vanley Burke.
The two-phased opening was due to the delay in purchasing Vanley's work, and it
proved serendipitous. Rebecca Bridgman described how the team were inspired by
the Human Centred Design process they had studied at Derby Museums, and decided
to use the extra space in the gallery for consultative activity, encouraging schools and
visitors to Soho House to present their own thoughts and opinions.

5

Collecting Birmingham project update, May 2015-November 2016. Supplied by BMT.
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Figure 8 Visitors to the exhibition of Mrs McGhie-Belgrave's collection at Soho
House were asked to nominate the person they most admired.

Figure 9 Visitors were also asked to think about how they might start new lives in a new country

Although the text for these subsequent exhibitions wasn’t co-produced, the meaning
of the objects was had been captured in the acquisition proposals, as part of the
formal collecting process, allowing that meaning to be presented in the exhibition
interpretation. Text taken from oral histories also provided a direct community voice
in exhibitions:
We made a definite decision in this exhibition at Soho to communicate as
much as possible in the first person using Mrs McGhie's or Vanley's voice.
Charlotte Holmes
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The team used edited extracts from Mrs McGhie-Belgrave's oral history recording,
available on a sound post, as well quoting from it extensively in the text. A large
scale photograph of Mrs McGhie-Belgrave welcomed visitors to the room.
In the exhibition, Mrs McGhie-Belgrave talked of her achievement in founding Shades
of Black after the Handsworth riots in 1985 as a means of addressing racism in the
community. To complement this theme, and to highlight the city's contemporary
position, the exhibition included banners from a Black Lives Matter silent protest that
had taken place in the Bullring in 2016 and archival photographs from UNISON.
Visitors were asked to write their own slogans on a chalk board beside the placards.
These protest placards against police racism were particularly acute in Soho House, a
building more noted amidst that Black Caribbean residents for its role as the
residential hostel for West Midlands Police than for its being the home of
Birmingham industrialist, Matthew Boulton.

Figure 10 Black Lives Matter protest placards donated to the Collecting Birmingham project in 2016
and exhibited in Soho House

In selecting which of Vanley's photographs to exhibit in the gallery, the Community
Engagement Officer reached out to a number of groups for their advice and input.
She was careful to include different generational groups in the process. The young
women's group from the Impact Hub focussed on different images to the older
group from Ladywood.
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The Soho exhibition's second phase was launched with an event arranged by Vivid
Projects: a screening of African Oasis, a 1982 film by Yugesh Walia about the
Handsworth Community Centre. The screening included a Q&A with the producer,
Roger Shannon; director, Yugesh Walia; and local publisher, Brian Homer. A copy of
African Oasis is the last acquisition of the Collecting Birmingham project, along with
two other films by Yugesh Walia.
A third exhibition in the Bridge gallery in BMAG from February to July 2018 showed a
further selection of Vanley Burke's photographs, and film of an interview with him
made at the time of the first By the Rivers of Biminam show at the Midlands Arts
Centre in 2012.
The fourth and final Collecting Birmingham exhibition opened in the Birmingham
History galleries at BMAG in late March 2018, and will remain in situ until the
museum closes for redevelopment in October 2019.
Again, the focus was on using the words of the depositor or the communities in the
interpretive text. Included in this exhibition were some of the newest items collected
in the early spring of 2018: an extensive collection of artefacts, documents and digital
video games created by Birmingham-based game designers Zafar Qamar, now a
lecturer at Birmingham City University, and Andrew Wright and John Court from
Codemasters.

Figure 11 Wordcloud of feedback responses to screening of African Oasis at Soho House, 1 October
2017

Audience response
Approximately 36 people attended the screening of African Oasis and 14 responded
to an audience survey. The majority of respondents were from Ladywood,
Handsworth or Birchfield and half had never visited Soho House before.
Respondents enjoyed the opportunity to share tangible and intangible heritage, to
exchange stories and learn about their own heritage:
I heard about this screening through Vivid - I love their work. I don't really
know a lot about Handsworth in the early 80s. I wasn't born then but my
Mum has told me stories. That's why I wanted to come today.
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The museum pieces were good. Reminding Mum of when she first arrived.
However the film was a bit depressing as things seem to have changed very
little. Black people not being taught (naturally) positive history with positive
role models. (The purpose of the centre was to give a positive environment
which is still needed, still required.)
Nostalgic.
Really well researched. Very diverse audience, interesting discussion
Great bringing together of threads: social action, heritage and faith
Informative, memorable, educational, reflective & engaging
Informative, interesting and thoroughly enjoyable!
Interesting content and discussion. Good to meet artists who made the work
Asked if they were in favour of community-focussed collecting, 11 people responded.
Comments included:
It's great to be able to view items such as these
It's important to collect items that represent Black culture in Birmingham and
the West Midlands
Vital work
Yes to more local collection
Yes - we want various access to diverse archive material relevant to this area
Bring in more, and bring in their stories
This would be positive for the museum & its audience
Some suggested they would like to see 'Posters, photos, oral histories, videos: all part
of the rich tapestry of our local history' or 'more photos like these and film'.
An audience survey was conducted beside the Collecting Birmingham exhibition in
the Birmingham Histories Gallery during August 2018 (see appendix 5). 56% of
respondents (n=59) said no in response to the question 'Did you expect to see an
exhibition about your own or your local communities' lives, work, leisure and
culture at BMAG?:
We thought there would only be paintings and maybe maps or statues. Didn't
expect to see material like this about people's lives now.
Most museums focus on much older periods so I found this really interesting.
It was nice to see the exhibition as wasn't expecting it
Word 'museum' always tells me something about history and ancient items.
When looking at these items I was really surprised and really liked them.
Those who expected to see such an exhibition were broadly approving:
I am from Bristol and there is a fantastic exhibition at the Watershed, very
similar; although you have are more trades and industry.
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I have been here before. :) But the exhibition has grown and is looking
amazing!
It helps to show new generations the history of Birmingham which would
otherwise be forgotten.
One of my favourite exhibits.
We have been before and seen it although on our first visit it was a "nice"
surprise
Asked 'Do you think we have told these stories well?', 98% said yes (n=47).
Comments included:
It's from their own point of view so meant a lot
As a total stranger to Birmingham this is a bit overwhelming.
But would be nice to get closer to the exhibits
Each artefact, painting, tells a story and the story of us keeping it safe is great.
I believe that more can be told. There is always room for improvement. :)
I like the personal style
Individual and insightful.
Info is clear and well presented.
It seems to offer both good and bad things that have been part of the history
in a balanced way.
Lots of memories flooding back.
Reasonably... although it's hard to avoid stereotyping people
The information is well detailed but also gripping
Asked Do you think the diverse communities of Birmingham are well represented
in other galleries in the museum?, 85% said yes (n=48). Comments included:
To the level I visited, yes.
I feel different: like now history is gold and rare. I hope everything stays as
beautiful as it is forever.
Haven't been in any other gallery yet.
Cleary Birmingham has ALWAYS been a city of migrants (nationally and
internationally) and this is shown throughout the exhibition
It mainly shows a broad spectrum of most things.
More information on the Asian and black communities
Noticeably yes, there seems to be a section about various religions in every
room.
Loved the old computing stuff. Exhibition reflects communities - shows the
diversity of Birmingham's history.
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We think this exhibition was very interesting, would like to see more of the
everyday people's story
The museums we have visited have had a specific area of focus so this
museum offers a fuller history but encourages us to explore further.
Some felt that there was still room for improvement or communities or themes that
were under-represented
However there wasn't much on the Jewish community, Chinese community
and other smaller communities
[In conversation, one member of group felt her heritage is not being displayed.
She did not give any demographic details]
Although of Indian origin, I haven't had any family living in Birmingham, but a
bit more about Birmingham's Indian community would be nice.
The vegan/animal rights movement is growing exponentially and is well
represented in Birmingham. It would be good to see this rapid change in
attitude towards cruelty, health and the environment represented here.
Wouldn't it be useful to show an honest representation somewhere of how the
population was made up.
Birmingham's music heritage could be better represented e.g. being the
spiritual birthplace of heavy metal (Black Sabbath, Judas Priest, etc.)
I really don't appreciate you equating LGBT with racial ethnicity. They're two
distinct separate things. I find LGBT to be inappropriate for a family dynamic.
I see it as part of a particular liberal, political ideology.
Need to expand more items from industries possibly

INTERPRETATION AND EXHIBITION: Learning points
Whose voice is it? - Where possible use the voices of the creator or depositor or the
community to tell the stories associated with the objects. Film and audio can be used
to good effect to trigger further contributions.
Remember to capture and use intangible heritage - the opportunities for
reminiscence and story sharing triggered by events such as the African Oasis
screening which combined exhibition, film and a Q&A, allow participants to benefit
from a richer heritage experience.
Work with the community to contribute different elements to the interpretation sometimes they might be the story, like Mrs McGhie-Belgrave, or they might help
shape the story, like the community participants who selected the Vanley Burke
images most relevant to their own life experience.
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Figure 12 From left, Ian Sergeant of Vivid, a community focus group member and Charlotte Holmes
of Collecting Birmingham, consider Donald Rodney's Land of Milk and Honey at BMAG, as part of the
acquisition consultation for other of his works

5.3. Heritage will be better managed
Assuring authentic representation in the selection of objects
The project team were lucky to be able to draw upon a wide range of consultees
throughout, ranging from individual volunteers, grassroots community groups,
artists, documentarists to arts and heritage sector experts. In a sense, this is not new
- the curators and engagement staff at BMAG are generally used to collaborating with
external influencers - however, the unique element here was in the truly multidisciplinary and multi-agency approach. The broad range of collaborators and
disciplines ensured that the team were able to test ideas very thoroughly.
For example, amongst the items purchased are works by Birmingham photographers
Vanley Burke, Stephen J Morgan and Pogus Caesar, artist Donald Rodney and reggae
musician Basil Gabbidon, founder member of Steel Pulse.
Each of these artists have explored and presented aspects of Birmingham life and
black culture and identity, and communities were keen to see their work collected.
In the case of Donald Rodney's work, the consultation process was supported by
Vivid Projects, who curated the first major retrospective of his digital work in their
gallery in Minerva Street in November 2016.
Ian Sergeant, the curator at Vivid and Lisa Beauchamp, BMT's Curator of Modern &
Contemporary Art worked with Collecting Birmingham to invite a group of 7 art
experts and community consultees to a number of special events, exploring the range
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of Rodney's work, both at Vivid and in BMAG, where Rodney's sculpture, In the Land
of Milk & Honey, is already part of the collection6.
After discussion, the panel requested that Collecting Birmingham acquire two pieces
from Rodney's estate: Pygmalion and In the Land of My Father. They were acquired
through private sale. Pygmalion, an automaton in the form of Michael Jackson, is
currently part of the Within and Without: Body Image and the Self exhibition in
BMAG, which is itself an exhibition co-created with community volunteers.

Figure 13 Vivid Projects hosted some of the Donald Rodney consultation sessions at their studio in
Minerva Works, Nov 2017

The discussions that led to the purchase of the Ottoman Qibla indicator and 19th
century French revival-style mosque lamp were equally wide-ranging. Rebecca
Bridgman and Charlotte Holmes worked with many members of the congregation
from the Birmingham Central Mosque, canvassing viewpoints at the mosque gates,
consulting elders or participating in workshop debates. The extent and depth of this
work was only possible because of the support they received from Mr Chishti and
Mohammed Ali, both long-term community partners of BMT.
The consultation process did not take place 'blind'. The Collecting Birmingham team
had identified some items that formed part of a larger sale of Islamic art and
artefacts at Christie's which they felt the congregation might be interested in. The
consultees were indeed keen to buy two items in the sale, but not the ones
anticipated by the curator - thus proving the value of the consultation process in
ensuring that the acquisitions truly reflected the community.
We had anticipated that the qibla indicator would probably be popular but not
necessarily the mosque lamp because it was a 19th century revival piece that
had never been used in a religious context.

6

Donald Rodney, In the Land of Milk & Honey, 1997, was gifted to BMT by the Estate of the artist
through the Contemporary Art Society in 2014
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Rebecca Bridgman, Collecting Birmingham project manager
and BMT Curator of Islamic & Asian Art
I think it was a democratic process - we met up to discuss the items and to
choose the most appropriate items. The [qibla] compass is a link into the
present of an object, something you can see in an app on your phone now. It
gives the community a transition object.
Mr Chishti, Birmingham Central Mosque, phone interview
The qibla and lamp are now on semi-permanent display in the Faith In Birmingham
gallery in BMAG.
The decision to collect video games and hardware as part of the 'Growing Up' theme
needed a lot of external support. Material related to the computing and gaming
industry had been cited as a priority collecting area in the Collections Development
Policy 2014-19, but the BMT curatorial team knew very little about the industry or
the material they might collect. The Collecting Birmingham team reached out to 8Bit
Lounge, a group of retro video game enthusiasts and event organisers. With their
help, two events were held in late autumn 2017: a Round Table event in the John
Lewis hub and then an open event at BMAG.
By letting 8Bit lounge lead the process, the activities drew in the men behind
Codemasters, one of the oldest British game studios, and through them, three video
game designers and lecturers at Birmingham City University. This led to the
acquisition of 68 items, including early computer games and hardware.
Over 60 people attended the open day at BMAG, many of whom were existing fans
of 8bit Lounge, and 10 completed audience surveys. Three said that they had come
'To show my children the history of video games' and two because of their interest in
retro games.
Raising BMT's profile amongst the communities
The project's stakeholders involvement with Collecting Birmingham has led to their
viewing BMT afresh.
I'm not really one for art and art galleries - I haven't actually visited BMAG or
other museums - it's not the art I want to see or that is relevant to my
achievements. I'll go now I know there's some of my things there.
Zafar Qamar, Video Game Designer, phone interview
When asked what he had learned through the lengthy process of 'being collected',
Vanley Burke said:
I didn't mind the procedure - it showed they were capable of listening
Mr Chishti has been working with BMT's curatorial team since the Black Pasts
Birmingham Futures project in 2002. He has observed a lot of changes in BMT and
his own organisation in that time:
We have learned how to work with these organisation and the process, how to
get an award, how to get collected. Staff from the museum are coming here
to learn about the mosque. There is lots of work that needs to be done now
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on individual groups within the whole, to look at different parts of Asia Pakistan say, the Punjab.
Mr Chishti, Birmingham Central Mosque, phone interview
Toby Watley also feels that Collecting Birmingham has helped to illuminate some of
the changes he has seen at BMAG over the last decade:
We've had several attempts at this [combined engagement and collecting]
and the last time was when we did our Birmingham History galleries [in 20102012]. In hindsight it didn't quite work - it was a bit too polite, a bit bitty, it
wasn't in your face enough!
To be honest, the level of resources committed to it then was minimal - you
hadn't got 3 years of staff time dedicated to building relationships - so you had
a lot of community people ready to lend objects but not willing to give them.
It was too early in the process.
Now people have been more willing to give us material - I think its evidence of
a shift in people's understanding, people's relationship with us, we've done so
much more outreach work and gained reputation.
The fact that we've had such a wide range of material from such a lot of
communities is evidence of our improved profile with them, we are
approached much more often by people who want to exhibit material or show
us stuff.
Long-term Advisory Board or collection-focussed Expert Panels?
At the outset of the project, an Advisory Board was established to provide expert
advice to the project team. As discussed in section 5.1 'Committee or Community?'
above, the Advisory Board were very helpful in directing the broad strokes of the
collection activity, but were less comfortable in identifying representative community
acquisitions or expert support for specialist collecting.
As a result, the project team began, in year 2 and 3 of the project to recruit more
specialist Expert Panels. This was especially valuable in acquiring the material
relating to video gaming, or in identifying industrial sites and activities depicted in the
watercolours by Arthur Lockwood.
The Expert Panel model is one that the team recommend for future working, both in
seeking advice to define areas or items to collect or to understand more deeply
objects which BMT have already acquired.
Changing internal systems
This wasn't just about getting a curatorial team collecting in a different way, but
about getting engagement staff more involved in the collecting process.
Toby Watley, Director of Collections, review interview

We are now looking at setting up multi-disciplinary teams to try to
capture the fluidity of the Collecting Birmingham approach to
engagement. We had envisaged quite a structured delivery
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programme but Charlotte's entry showed that it needed to be more
personal - we needed to go where the communities were at.
Janine Eason, Director of Engagement, interview
The Collecting Birmingham project board was chaired by Janine Eason, Director of
Engagement, and its discussions and findings will feed straight into the development
of the Audience Development Strategy and Collections Development Policy. The
impact of these discussions will be addressed in section 7.2.
Community encouragement
Visitors and community participants share a belief that this way of working has value.
In a gallery survey in August 2016, respondents were asked
Q6. How important is it to you that Birmingham Museums works with a wide range
of communities across the city to make sure that our collections and exhibitions
reflect their experience?
n=52 responses





52% said 'It's very important'
29% said 'It's important'
17% said 'I don't mind either way'
2% said 'it's not very important'

Comments included:
EDUCATION IS KEY
Different communities shape the history and they all must be presented.
It's lovely to see and learn more about the city where a museum is located
If it includes more about everyone's history people will be more interested.
It can help provide a point of difference.
Particularly where the communities are smaller.
To make the experience as diverse as possible.
Would create a personal, authentic and unbiased exhibition.

MANAGING HERITAGE: Learning points
Recruit Expert Panels - The Expert Panel model is one that the team recommend for
future working, both in seeking advice to define areas or items to collect or to
understand more deeply objects which BMT have already acquired.
Cross disciplinary working across BMT and partnership working - by combining inhouse specialisms with partners' local and specialist knowledge, all parties will be
able to play to their strengths and maximise impact.
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Figure 14 School pupils and teachers from Mansfield Green Academy with Andrew Fowles, Learning
& Engagement Manager, BMT

6. Outcomes for people
6.1. People will have developed skills and knowledge
STAFF AND VOLUNTEER TRAINING
Collections-focussed training undergone by 18
participants (12 volunteers and 6 BMT Staff)
No of training days attended by team
Collecting Cultures training days
Host 1 x Collecting Birmingham conference for
wider heritage, community and arts sector
No of delegates at the conference

HLF
Target

ACTUAL

+/target

18

18

achieved

18
2

18
3

achieved
+1

1

1

achieved

50

85

+35

Table 6 Staff and volunteer training outputs achieved by Collecting Birmingham, 2015-2018.
Information supplied by BMT.

Staff and volunteer training

It was completely new for me to deal with the art market and I gained
such a lot from taking the Art Fund's Navigating the Art Market course
Nazia Ali, Collecting Birmingham curator
The Collecting Birmingham team were committed to developing their skills
throughout the project.
Team members attended formal training courses in:
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Autism Awareness Training
Non Violent Communication Training and gallery visit - AOP
Oral History training (Oral History Society)
Social Media Training
Train the Trainer (Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI))
Understanding the Art Market (Art Fund/Sotheby's)

They also took part in HLF Collecting Cultures cohort events, meeting other project
teams and sharing good practice.
They visited




Derby Museums to learn about the Human Centred Design process;
People's History Museum to explore ideas for improving engagement and
collecting around protest; fundraising and targeted campaigns
Wandsworth Museum to shadow the collections team

Charlotte, Nazia and Rebecca have also presented at a range of conferences and
study days, sharing their own learning and experience with the wider arts,
community and heritage sectors:









Museums Association Equality & Diversity conference: chaired panel entitled
'All Inclusive: Championing Diversity in Museums'
Developed and chaired a session at the Museums Association Annual
Conference
Presented at the Birmingham Impact Hub 'Decolonise not diversify'
conference
Presented paper at SOAS conference: Decolonising the Cultural Institution? A
Critical Intervention into Discourses of Decolonisation in the Cultural Sphere
Developed and delivered in-house Equality & Diversity training based on
Collecting Birmingham experience
Presented paper at MuseumNext Conference, 2017
Presented paper at West Midlands Museum Development Conference, 2017
Presented paper at Women's History Network (UK) Annual Conference, 2017

Donna Taylor, seconded from a front of house role, to work the oral history collection
credits the Collecting Birmingham opportunity with giving her the skills and
organisational insight to apply successfully for a further secondment as Major
Projects Administrator.
Although Nazia and Charlotte have now left BMT, the rest of the Collecting
Birmingham staff remain on the curatorial team and are committed to developing
the skills and knowledge they gained throughout the project.
All volunteers recruited to the project received training in various aspects of the
project work including event management, community engagement, oral history,
documentation, and object handling and marking.
Luke Sewell was one of three Birmingham City University students who won
placements on the project and then stayed on to volunteer until the end of the
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academic year. In a phone interview he identified some of the knowledge he had
gained alongside the formal training:
I've a better understanding of how the various departments of the museum fit
together because the placement enabled us to work on every aspect of the
project. It's been really brilliant.
The Gamers day was really fascinating - to see a community of interest, and to
see how these people related to the museum and to each other. That's really
been an intangible benefit.
The schools programme
HLF
Target
1

SCHOOLS PROGRAMME
Teacher's Forum event
Teacher consultation - volunteer days
contributed
No of teachers consulted
No of schools events
No of participant engagements
210 community members
182 pupils
60 Girl Guides and Brownies

0

+/target
changed

24

26

+2

8
4

13
9

+5
+5

80

452

+258

ACTUAL

Table 7 Schools programme outputs achieved by Collecting Birmingham, 2015-2018. Information
supplied by BMT.

Collecting Birmingham worked with four schools, a Girl Guide unit and a Brownie
pack to produce at least one pop-up exhibition in each ward. The team managed this
themselves, rather than offering the opportunity through the BMT Schools
Programme. They found the recruitment of four schools was very time consuming
and took longer than anticipated.
We found teacher’s time to be a scarce and valuable resource. We worked
very closely with staff supporting them every step of the way. We engaged
closely with 13 members of staff/teachers...
Throughout the project it has been a challenge trying to get staff and school
leadership to engage, although enthusiastic... changes in personnel and
pressures such as assessments and exams, have made it difficult to build
momentum or to get schools to engage in the process.
We have not been able to host a teacher’s forum, instead [we] have met with
schools separately. Teachers are time poor, and have struggled to prioritise
this exciting and high profile cross-curricular opportunity.
Charlotte Holmes, Final Schools Programme Update, March 2018
Although initially, Charlotte had created a model for delivering a similar style of popup exhibition activity with each school, whether primary or secondary, she found that
...The primary schools were able to dedicate classroom time for the project,
and were therefore easier to plan and deliver...
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The secondary schools really struggled to dedicate any classroom time to the
project. These projects tended to involve a good mix of students from a range
of ages and academic backgrounds. These projects tended to take place
afterschool or over lunch time, and were really dependent on teacher time and
energy, motivating and driving pupil participation.
Charlotte Holmes, Final Schools Programme Update, March 2018
As a result, she spent a great deal of time consulting with teachers and the older
pupils in order to modify the activity to suit their needs and capacity.
The schools and activities were:
Holyhead School, Soho (2016-2018)
A small group of post-16 students developed the concept, themes, and stories for an
exhibition looking at life in their local area. Progress was slow and communication
intermittent.
In September 2017, a new cohort of students (mostly from year 7) joined the project.
Despite slow progress, the students visited Soho House and were supported by BMT
staff to develop their design and concept. Rather than telling their own stories, the
students interviewed teachers, to find out more about the local area.
Although very labour intensive for all involved, this approach produced an excellent
exhibition, helped the students develop their research skills and to foster a sense of
pride in the local area. This project was completed in February 2018.
Heartlands Academy Secondary, Nechells (2017)
Collecting Birmingham worked with the academy's History and Community
Coordinators and 27 students (Years 7-9) to develop a pop up exhibition. They
delivered sessions in school, hosted and facilitated a visit to BMAG, and supported
staff with concept and design development.
The pop up exhibition explored life in the local area, and featured photographs and
objects from the students' families. The exhibition was launched as part of a
community fun day in July 2017 and was visited by over 100 people. It showcased
stories, photos and objects related to growing up in the local area.
The Oratory Roman Catholic Primary School in Ladywood (Sept-Dec 2017)
Collecting Birmingham worked with 30 x year 4 students to develop a pop up
exhibition at Spring Hill Library. As the children had already started looking at WWII
when the project began, their project looked at how life had changed since.
The children were supported by their teacher, a local historian, Norman Bartlam, and
BMT staff. After an initial visit each child identified and photographed a special object
that had changed since WWII, and then wrote labels to accompany their images.
Their work was exhibited at Spring Hill Library in December 2017.
Mansfield Green Primary Academy, Aston (2017-2018)
In early 2017 Collecting Birmingham worked with two Year 6 classes (60 students)
and their teachers. BMT staff hosted a staff planning afternoon, organised and
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facilitated a visit to the Collecting Birmingham exhibition at Soho House, and supplied
staff with information and materials. During this first year, the school did not
complete the project.
After meeting the head teacher it was agreed, that Collecting Birmingham would rerun the project with two Year 4 classes in 2017/18 and that the school would cover
any transport costs, as a form of match funding.
This time the project was much more successful. After an initial planning meeting
with the teachers, The Company were recruited to deliver the project, and take the
children through the Arts Award process. Museum visits and delivery were supported
by BMT staff from January to March 2018.
The launch of the children’s exhibition, which featured images and objects from
home, and hand written labels, was well attended, with over 50 parents, carers, and
siblings in attendance.
Legacy of the schools activity
In retrospect, the project manager expressed concern that the schools activity,
although delivered successfully and to a high standard, had perhaps been over
ambitious given the high level of engagement involved elsewhere in the project.
Despite this concern, the links to schools new to BMT in the target areas are
invaluable. The project has helped to build BMT to build relationships with new
school partners, in particular the Mansfield E-ACT Academy, part of a multi academy
chain based in Aston.
Through a separate consultation, BMT staff discussed the Collecting Birmingham
project with the Head Teacher, Ms K Horne, who said that the project had provided
staff and pupils with their first experience of working with a museum:
Having been involved in ... Collecting Birmingham we were able to see hooks
that have sparked interest over a longer period of time. The ability to be
involved in these types of projects ... really impacted on our kids.
Museum learning - now I have seen it - exposes children to wider learning and
cultural awareness that they are not being exposed to in normal life. There is
a wow factor, enjoyment, variety, and for us it is good to see new ways of
learning for our children.
Museum activity and projects [have] been surprisingly interactive for the
children and show how you have encouraged parents and the whole schools to
share culture and the past which we feel is very important in schools... the
work with the museum has provided good social impact which over time has
encouraged families to get out after having experiences with you.
Museum learning provokes wider understanding and questioning for children
that we cannot always provide.
The evaluator attended the launch of the Oratory School's pop-up exhibition in Spring
Hill Library and spoke with the lead teacher and the children. The teacher, Kasia
Zegan, said that the exercise had helped the children to look at and think more
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closely about the material world about them. She hoped that the pupils would be
able to participate in future activities with the museum team.
Community learning
Community partners also gained new skills and knowledge from the project activity.
Mykal Brown said that he had brought 17 young people from Wassifa into the
museum so that they could learn the basics of collecting, documentation and
collections care:
I loved it, I went along! I loved learning about how to look after your collection,
to label it and preserve it. To care for it...
They understood why we want to go about the country [with our Front Room]
and display the material to show young people their heritage.
He felt that if members of his community were taught to value and care for objects as
though they were museum objects it would help them to be preserved in the long
term:
If people start to see the value of these little items, to us and to future
generation, then we will think of giving it over maybe.
Adam Carver, of Birmingham LGBT Centre, who were project partners from the
outset, worked with Charlotte Holmes during the project period to put together a bid
to HLF for a possible future heritage collaboration. The bid was unsuccessful, Adam
felt that he and the LGBT Centre had gained from the process:
I went on one of their Oral History Society training days - really good, really useful
for me as my background is mainly in theatre and visual arts. It was really good
to look into the process and feel more comfortable with the framework. Useful
for building my skills and those of my organisation.
BMT have since gone on to write another letter of support for a second application
by the LGBT centre to HLF for a project called ‘Beyond ‘67’ (HLF decision unknown).
The LGBT centre continue to support BMT activity, in particular the re-presentation
of the Arts Council Collection National Partners Exhibition, Coming Out: Sexuality,
Gender & Identity at BMAG, 2 December 2017 - 15 April 2018.

FORMAL AND INFORMAL LEARNING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE: Learning points
Match the activity to the people involved - Although it takes longer to set up at the
outset, work with teachers and community partners to adapt the collectionsfocussed activity to match their own capacity as well as that of the museum. Be open
to learn from them what works best with the people involved.
Learning takes many forms - as a trusted partner, BMT can teach community
organisations about how to preserve, protect and develop their own collections and
how to bid for money to develop them. This relationship will likely pay off in time, in
the form of future collections-focussed activity or deposits.
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6.2. People will have volunteered time
VOLUNTEER OUTPUTS
No of volunteers
recruited
Value of volunteer
contribution
No of volunteer
days contributed

Professional
Skilled
Unskilled
Professional
Skilled
Unskilled
Professional
Skilled
Unskilled

25
10

HLF
Target

ACTUAL

+/target

12

39

+23

£33,350

£36,215

+£2865

160

258

+98

4
£5,050
£29,750
£1,164
14
198
23

Table 8 Volunteer outputs achieved by Collecting Birmingham, 2015-2018. Information supplied by
BMT.



25 professional volunteers gave 14 days of their time, with a value of £5,050.
This figure includes members of the Advisory Board and participants in Expert
Round Table events.

The project team have benefitted by the contribution of a high level of
professional/expert volunteer time to the project.
This figure does not include the time contributed to the project team by professionals
in museums, galleries, auction houses and art organisations, as a result of valuation
and acquisition enquiries.
 10 skilled volunteers gave 198 days of their time, with a value of £29,750
The skilled volunteer contribution has enabled the team to carry out extensive oral
history transcription and collection documentation and marking, accelerating what
can be a very time-consuming part of collections activity. The role titles included:





BCU placement students
Curator's Assistant
Digital Engagement Assistant
Documentation assistant

At the outset of the project, four voluntary community ambassadors were recruited,
one for each ward. These roles were discontinued by the end of the first year of the
project owing to the difficulty of establishing a successful role profile for them.
 4 unskilled volunteers gave 23 days of their time, with a value of £1,164
These totals do not count the many hours contributed by participants in community
consultations
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Figure 15 Vanley Burke and Marlene Smith during the 'Whose Story Is This?' event, March 2018

6.3. People will have changed their attitudes and/or behaviour
Seems strange in the venue :p but good to have a public event for
gaming and music. I like the two together.
Audience response, 8 Bit Lounge Video Gaming event
Perhaps the most significant change in attitudes came from some of the depositors
themselves.
Many of the presenters during the ‘Whose Story Is This?’ event at the end of the
project spoke candidly about how they had mistrusted museums as institutions of the
enemy:
I was just a little bit reluctant because of the colonial part of these
institutions... because the people were deep in struggle at the time... I was
reluctant to turn over my images
I felt that these institutions take material in and then regurgitate it back to us
- we become part of the interpretation.
But I think that there has been a big change in the way museums in
Birmingham treat this material and I am happy that they have it.
Vanley Burke
In the case of Mohammed Ali, whose energy and good relationship with both BMT
and the Bangladeshi community meant that he was able to help save the Koh-I-Noor
fittings, the rescue was one step along a personal journey to exhibit the heritage of
his family and friends. In May 2018, Mohammed was elected as a BMT trustee.
In conversation with Rebecca Bridgman, he explained what he had learned:
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There is no doubt there were some challenges about what I wanted as an
artist to do, and the health and safety and so on. But I had the freedom to get
on with it – down to the level of trust I had built up. [Rebecca agrees]
There’s times I did feel very suffocated, that’s because of the system of the
museum, but I personally didn’t feel restricted by the museum
...We talk about seeing a reflection of ourselves, or not seeing a ref of
ourselves, let's put diversity, engagement terms aside. When we don’t see
ourselves represented, Bad Things Happen.
Attendees at the event felt the same and were energised by the event. A black
project worker with Historic England said 'this event has the most diverse footfall I've
ever seen'.
68% of the respondents to the Collecting Birmingham gallery survey in August 2018
said that the exhibition had affected how they thought or felt about Birmingham
Museums (n=59)
Comments included:



















Would revisit
I was really inspired by this exhibition
This is very different from other exhibits and very interesting. I love how it's
unique in talking about Birmingham.
Better than expected
Child friendly and kindles their interest
Emotive.
Everything is well displayed and stories are told very well! And eyecatching!! :)
I need to come more.
Incredibly interesting to see this stuff alongside the usual Birmingham history.
Well done! [Thank you, it's nice to be asked for your views]
It feels more inclusive.
Makes me want to return
Most people think a museum is not interesting but now my opinion has
changed.
My first one. Totally open-minded.
Sort of - good to see 'ordinary' people represented.
the contemporary feel has a seamless diversity to it.
Very impressive.
Very proud I live in Birmingham.
We have enjoyed the diversity and range of history over a wide period.
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Figure 16 the Koh-I-Noor restaurant booth, centrepiece of the Knights of the Raj exhibition at BMAG

7. Outcomes for communities
Around the time that Knights of the Raj was opening we had the Sikh
exhibition in Gallery 16, very much run by the Nishkam centre and
funded by them. So you'd come in through the Faith in Birmingham
Gallery, move into Knights of the Raj, then the Sikh art... and you had
the 'decolonising the museums' next door - just symbolising where we
are trying to go as an organisation in representing Birmingham
Toby Watley, Director of Collections, interview

7.1. More people and a wider range of people have engaged with
heritage
Getting the word out
The project team set up facebook and twitter accounts and contributed to the
Birmingham Museums Blog (see appendix 4 for details). Although a standard
communication strategy for many heritage engagement projects, in this case the
more successful means of communicating with potential project participants was to
use their own channels.
For example, many of the people attending the African Oasis event had picked up the
details via the Handsworth community website, Vivid Projects own marketing or
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through local word of mouth networks. Respondent to the audience survey at the
video gaming event had heard about it through 8bit Lounge's facebook page, word of
mouth or simply stumbled over it when coming into BMAG for another activity.
The BMT Marketing Officer worked hard to place articles in local media but many of
the best networks were in the community. Mohammed Ali spoke about the
challenges of encouraging Bangladeshi visitors into BMAG to see themselves in the
Knights of the Raj exhibition, and how eventually the community themselves found a
way to get the message out:
When was the last time you saw an exhibition advertised in your restaurant,
with your takeaway delivery?
But unfortunately I found that we weren’t necessarily going to the people who
were at the heart of the exhibition –and then I found that someone else had
made a flier unofficially, in their language – it might not be the right branding,
but it go into the local paper and to the people it was about.

Figure 17 A tweet publicising Knights of the Raj

Effect on number and demographic of visitors to Birmingham Museums
Collecting Birmingham made a definite impact in the local target areas and on the
BMT team as a whole. At least 1698 people from a wide range of communities were
engaged in consultation activity, and more encountered the project team at
community events and open days.
However, it is harder to ascertain the extent to which Collecting Birmingham has
directly affected the number of visitors to Birmingham Museums, particularly to
BMAG which includes many attractions under one roof.
Overall visitor figures across BMT venues have declined over recent years due to the
building works in the city centre which have restricted access to BMAG and routes
into the Jewellery Quarter since 2016. However, Soho House has shown an 14%
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increase in visitor figures during the project delivery period, perhaps due to the range
of Collecting Birmingham consultation events, screenings and community activities
hosted on site (see Table 9). The launch event at Soho House in July 2015 drew 200
people.

Visitor Attendance
figures, 2015-2017
Birmingham Museum & Art
Gallery
Museum of Jewellery
Quarter
Soho House

Collecting Birmingham
2015-16
2016-17
899,854

736,305

Increase on
2014-15
-12%

29,923

24,884

25,972

-15%

10,430

12,120

12,174

14%

2014-15
827,628

Table 9: Visitor attendance, 2014-2017, from BMT Audience Development Strategy, 2018 - 2024 (Jan
2018), based on surveys conducted by Bluegrass Research

As noted in the introduction, the project activity coincided with a number of
exhibitions in BMAG's main display galleries, some of which featured Collecting
Birmingham, and all of which explored community representation and personal
identity. These exhibitions included:








Faith in Birmingham, permanent gallery opened in February 2016, developed
in consultation with faith community groups across the city
Knights of the Raj (Soul City Arts, HLF-funded), 23 September 2017-7 January
2018
Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender & Identity (The Arts Council Collection National
Partners Exhibition), 2 December 2017- 15 April 2018
The Past is Now: Birmingham and the British Empire, 21 October 2017-24 June
2018
Asian Youth Culture, 4 May 2018-29 July 2018
Within and Without: Body Image and the Self, 22 July 2018-1 February 2019
Fighting for our Heritage: the history of boxing in Birmingham, 25 August
2018-2 December 2018

Potentially as a result of this activity, Bluegrass Research audience surveys show
that the proportion of BAME visitors to BMAG has increased from 15% in 2015 to
18% in 2017 (see Table 10).7
The use of the Museum of the Jewellery Quarter during 2015/2016 and Soho House
during 2015/2017 as centres for Collecting Birmingham consultation and exhibition
appears to have a more positive impact on the audience demographic for the two
venues during the active period:


The proportion of BAME visitors to MJQ rose from 11% in 2015 to 26% in
2016, the most active period of Collecting Birmingham activity in the area,
before dropping to 16% in 2017. It remains to be seen if that boost can be
maintained.

7

Visitor demographic, 2015-2017, from BMT Audience Development Strategy, 2018 - 2024 (Jan 2018),
based on surveys conducted by Bluegrass Research
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The proportion of BAME visitors to Soho House rose from 16% in 2015, via a
drop to 13% in 2016, and reached a high of 24% during 2017, the most active
period of Collecting Birmingham activity in the area.

% of BAME visitors

2015

2016

2017

Increase?

Birmingham Museum & Art
Gallery

15%

18%

18%

Yes

Museum of Jewellery Quarter

11%

21%

16%

Yes

Soho House

16%

13%

24%

Yes

All BMT sites

15%

19%

19%

Yes

Table 10 Visitor demographic, 2015-2017, from BMT Audience Development Strategy, 2018 - 2024
(Jan 2018), based on surveys conducted by Bluegrass Research. No data is available for 2014, the
year before the project began.
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Figure 18 The Everyday Lives of Extraordinary People is the strapline of the
Collecting Birmingham project

7.2. Your organisation will be more resilient
When I started in 2001, curators who talked about community
engagement were regarded as pariahs
Toby Watley, Director of Collections

My first impressions of BMAG were of curators who were open to
the community
Charlotte Holmes, Community Engagement Officer, 2016-2018

What I would hope to see next is not just an active collecting
policy on paper, but active collecting in reality
Jo-Ann Curtis, Curator for History
For BMT, Collecting Birmingham has been a valuable test bed for new ideas and new
modes of working. As a result of the work carried out since 2015, a new Collections
Development Policy (2019-2024) will be developed over the next 6 months and will
include, for the first time, an audience consultation approach for new acquisitions.
Although no review is currently planned to BMT's Audience Development Strategy,
the amendments to the Collections Development Policy will mean that the two
policies are no longer 'stand-alone' and lead to a much closer interaction in future.
Curatorial and Engagement staff are already working together to develop new
consultation activities using Collecting Birmingham items:


Arthur Lockwood's paintings of industrial properties in Ladywood are
currently the subject of consultation as part of new research into Birmingham
industry, supported by an Expert Panel of 5 leading figures from some of
Birmingham's oldest industrial companies.



Members of the Pat Benson Boxing Academy in Digbeth have discussed
Pogus Caesar's photographs of boxers as part of the community engagement
for Fighting for our Heritage.
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8. Lessons learned
COLLECTING: Learning points
Community relationships - 'messy collecting' leads to valuable partnerships. It might
not bring a collection, but it will bring goodwill and powerful ambassadors.
Structure - having a collecting structure limited by theme and geography helped the
team to focus discussions whilst still having an ability to flex within it, essential given
the restricted timescale and staff capacity for the project.
Review the process - gives the team freedom and confidence to learn and actively
tweak delivery as the project progressed.
Value - It's important to talk openly about value in all its forms - financial, cultural,
personal, historical.
Ethics - BMT adheres to the Museums Association Code of Ethics when acquiring new
collections. However it is clear that the act of ensuring communities are fully and
fairly represented requires regular discussion and challenge.
Time - It takes a long time to collect from communities or with community
consultation, especially where groups have been oppressed or feel uncomfortable
with authority and institutions.

INTERPRETATION AND EXHIBITION: Learning points
Whose voice is it? - Where possible use the voices of the creator or depositor or the
community to tell the stories associated with the objects. Film and audio can be used
to good effect to trigger further contributions.
Remember to capture or use intangible heritage - the opportunities for
reminiscence and story sharing triggered by events such as the African Oasis
screening which combined exhibition, film and a Q&A allow participants to benefit
from a richer heritage experience
Work with the community to contribute in different ways to the interpretation sometimes they might be the story, like Mrs McGhie-Belgrave, or they might help
shape the story, like the community participants who selected the Vanley Burke
images that seemed most relevant

FORMAL AND INFORMAL LEARNING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE: Learning points
Match the activity to the people involved - Although it takes longer to set up at the
outset, work with teachers and community partners to adapt the collectionsfocussed activity to match their own capacity as well as that of the museum. Be open
to learn from them what works best with the people involved.
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Learning takes many forms - as a trusted partner, BMT can teach community
organisations about how to preserve, protect and develop their own collections and
how to bid for money to develop them. This relationship will likely pay off in time, in
the form of future collections-focussed activity or deposits.

MANAGING HERITAGE: Learning points
Recruit Expert Panels - The Expert Panel model is one that the team recommend for
future working, both in seeking advice to define areas or items to collect or to
understand more deeply objects which BMT have already acquired.
Cross-disciplinary working across BMT and partnership working - by combining inhouse specialisms with partners' local and specialist knowledge, all parties will be
able to play to their strengths and maximise impact.
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9. Legacy
Collecting Birmingham has significantly increased the network of communities and
local experts with whom the organisation hopes to work in future.
The team have worked across the whole Trust to bring many staff members' skills to
bear on creating networks and supporting partners to ensure a more representative
process of collecting and presenting culturally significant objects to wider audiences.
The very public nature of the project and the open consultation processes employed
have gone a long way to demonstrate goodwill to and build trust with communities
who had previously had reason to suspect the institution's intentions. Participants
have demonstrated changes in attitude towards BMT that augur well for future
collaboration.
There is no doubt of the impact that Collecting Birmingham will have on BMT's
Collections Development Policy and on the organisation as a whole. As Rebecca
Bridgman said:

As a result of Collecting Birmingham, I don’t think we’ll ever go back to
the method whereby only curators decide what new objects to acquire
for the collection.
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Glossary and index to acronyms
BMAG

Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery

BMT

Birmingham Museums Trust

CB

Collecting Birmingham

HLF

Heritage Lottery Fund

MCC

Museum Collections Centre

MJQ

Museum of the Jewellery Quarter

BCC

Birmingham City Council
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APPENDIX 1: Collecting Birmingham outputs and outcomes mapped to the HLF outcomes framework
The original table of intended outcomes is taken from the Collecting Birmingham Project Activity Plan BMT. It has been mapped against the HLF
outcomes framework as part of the process of preparing the project's evaluation framework.
#ID
H1

HLF OUTCOMES FOR
HERITAGE

Collecting Birmingham
objectives

Heritage will be better
interpreted and explained

Communities consulted on
interpretation and display of
objects

Collecting Birmingham outcomes

QUALITATIVE measurements

QUANTITATIVE measurements

Internally, the thematic approach
will cut across different subject
areas which traditionally were
developed separately by subject
specific curators.





Displays at the heritage sites which
link the new objects in innovative
ways and stimulate
interdisciplinary connections.



Visitor feedback about specific
displays at Aston and Soho
House, and the number of
items included in ‘tester’
displays at BMAG.
Any significant changes to any
internal collections policies
and processes.






40 x Items acquired via
Community Collecting
workshops
20 x Oral histories collected
4 x Exhibition consultation
workshops (20 participants at
each)
4 high-quality exhibitions

New ideas will feed directly into
the process of rethinking BMT’s
collections for future display and
interpretation.
H2

Heritage will be
identified/recorded

Documentation, Objects,
Oral histories collected to
tell the stories of
Birmingham’s diverse
population and become
more representative of their
lives.

Heritage will be preserved which
might otherwise be lost.
The significance of BMT’s
collection will be enhanced, linking
it not only to local communities
but to national and international
themes such as migration,
diversity, human rights and
equality, industrial innovation.
Particular communities, eg LGBT,
Irish community and/or Muslim
communities, will be better
represented within BMT’s
collection and have a greater sense
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Formal significance
assessment of the newly
acquired material
Feedback from community
participants and visitors to
events and exhibitions








Conservation assessment of all
objects
Documentation (level 2) of all
items
Number and nature of
participating groups against
aims of activity plan
No and nature of the
exhibitions created
No of stories and items
brought to light

#ID

HLF OUTCOMES FOR
HERITAGE

Collecting Birmingham
objectives

Collecting Birmingham outcomes

QUALITATIVE measurements

QUANTITATIVE measurements





of ownership.
H1

Heritage will be better
managed

Raise profile of BMT’s
heritage sites, increased
relevance to local
communities

Collecting oral histories, contextual
research and stories alongside the
acquisition of artefacts will
improve the management of
collection and serve as a model for
future collection development.



The quantity and quality of
documentation gathered.
Any significant changes to any
internal collections policies
and processes





Birmingham’s local history
collection will be developed;
knowledge about it will increase
and be made more accessible.

#ID
P1

HLF OUTCOMES FOR
PEOPLE

Collecting Birmingham
objectives

people will have developed
skills

Upskilling of staff and
volunteers.

Collecting Birmingham aims

QUALITATIVE measurements

QUANTITATIVE measurements

Staff and volunteers will be trained
as a part of this project, particularly
in





•
•
•
•

purchasing and acquisition,
community engagement
oral histories and
documentation

Volunteers and community
advocates will be trained and
supported to talk about objects
and collections.

P2

people will have
volunteered time

Number of volunteer hours
delivered by project

Number of items acquired and
fully documented
Acquisitions budget spent
Conservation assessment of all
objects
Documentation (level 2) of all
items

Volunteers will contribute to this
project.
Volunteers will be able to take
forward their new skills and
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Evaluation of training
programmes and development
reviews
Outputs of skills and
knowledge sharing programme
Feedback from volunteers
Feedback from visitors who
encounter the volunteers and
community advocates
Monitoring of long-term
contact with volunteers who
wish to continue volunteering
beyond the life of the project.
Volunteer contribution will be
measured against the activity
plan targets.






18 x training days for Museum
staff and volunteers
Collecting Birmingham
conference at end of project

Number of volunteers
recruited (TARGET: 12)
Number of volunteer days
delivered by project (TARGET:
160 volunteer days including

#ID

HLF OUTCOMES FOR
PEOPLE

Collecting Birmingham
objectives

Collecting Birmingham aims

QUALITATIVE measurements

QUANTITATIVE measurements

experience as part of their personal
and career development.
P3

#ID
C1

people will have changed
their attitudes and/or
behaviour

Changed perceptions of
Birmingham Museums,
development

HLF OUTCOMES FOR
COMMUNITIES

Collecting Birmingham
objectives

more people and a wider
range of people will have
engaged with heritage

Changing number and
demographic of visitors to
Birmingham Museums

Participants and partners will have
changed perceptions of BMT.
Participants will also develop
interpersonal skills, a better
understanding of museums and
their collecting processes, greater
understanding of their own
histories and identities, and
interpreting objects and
collections.

30 days x display / exhibitions
Volunteer time)


Feedback from staff,
volunteers, participants and
visitor via survey forms, focus
groups and individual
conversations



Evaluation of the consultation
process



Analysing the annual review of
BMT’s collecting activity
against the objectives in the
Collecting Policy.



Change to visitor numbers



Change to visitor demographic

Collecting Birmingham aims

QUALITATIVE measurements

QUANTITATIVE measurements

‘Collecting Birmingham’ will target
areas and communities which are
not well represented in BMT’s
collection currently.





The heritage sites in the four wards
will be used as centres for dialogue
and consultation with the local
communities.
New displays at these sites will
showcase the newly acquired
material and create displays that
have greater relevance to those
museums’ local communities.
The profile of heritage activity will
be raised in our target wards and
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Numbers and demographic
profile of visitors
Formative and summative
evaluation to measure change
in the demographic profile of
visitors to BMT sites.
Numbers and demographic
profile of participants in all
stages of the project





4 x School events attended by
80 children
4 x Schools activities
programmes
4 x community open days (200
participants)
4 x Consultation workshops
(60 participants)



Change to visitor numbers to
displays and exhibitions in
BMT venues



Change to visitor demographic

#ID

HLF OUTCOMES FOR
COMMUNITIES

Collecting Birmingham
objectives

Collecting Birmingham aims

QUALITATIVE measurements

QUANTITATIVE measurements





increase access to our collections.
C2

your organisation will be
more resilient

Sustainable links with
communities and partner
organisations established.
Experience of project feeds
into other organizational
priorities including future
redevelopment of BMAG.
Changes the way of working
of the organization beyond
the immediate project
team.

The principle of engaging
communities in the process of
collecting will be embedded in the
BMT's culture in a new way.
The process will make our
organisation more responsive to
the communities which it serves
and provide a model for future
collecting.
The collection will become more
deeply rooted in the communities
which BMT serves.
Team members will share
knowledge and experiences with
partner organisations, improving
BMT’s future heritage
management.
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Changes to the organisation's
way of working beyond the
immediate project team.
Review of experience gained
during the project and its
contribution to future plans for
the redisplay of the BMAG
site..









4 x Consultation workshops on
purchases
4 x partner consultations (20
participants)
Community advisory panel (8
participants)
Consultation with experts in
the field
Teacher consultation / advice
Number of sustainable links
established with communities
and partner organisations
2 x Collecting Cultures sharing
days for Bristol Museums and
others (12 at each session)

APPENDIX 2: Project outputs
This table is taken from the Collecting Birmingham Project Activity Plan BMT.
Further information can be found in Section 2.4 - 2.8.1 of the Activity Plan.

Project strand

Output descriptions

Items
collected

No of
individuals

No of
training
days

No of
Events
/ Exhibs

Number of
engagements
(inc. repeats)

Volunteer
days

40

632

21

42

644

238

TOTALS
1: Volunteer
Recruitment

2: Staff and
Volunteer
Training

3: Consultation
and Engagement

Volunteers recruited and target no of days contributed to
include:


1 x Collections Management volunteer



1 x Exhibitions & Interpretation volunteer



4 x community advocates



Advisory board x 9 meetings

12

Museum staff receive 1 day's training

6

Volunteers receive 1 day's training

6

6

12

12

2 x Collecting Cultures sharing days for Bristol Museums
and others (12 per session)

24

2

24

Collecting Birmingham conference at end of project

50

1

50

4 x Consultation with partners (5 people per ward)

20

4

20

4 x Open days (50 participants)

200

4

200

4 x Consultation workshops (15 people per session)

60

4

60

Advisory panel (min of 8 participants)

8

3

24

Consultation workshops on purchases

20

4

80

Consultation with experts in the field (no target)
4: Collections

160

No target

40 x Items acquired via Community Collecting workshops

40
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12

24

Project strand

Output descriptions

Development &
Management

(min of 10 per ward)

Items
collected

20 x Oral histories collected (min 5 per ward)

No of
individuals

No of
training
days

No of
Events
/ Exhibs

Number of
engagements
(inc. repeats)

1

8

Volunteer
days

20

Conservation assessment of all objects
Documentation (level 2) of all objects
4: Schools
Programme

Teacher's Forum event

8

Teacher consultation / advice

6

School events (one per ward, min of 20 children per
event)

80

Pop up museum in the classroom; intergenerational
project; family history sessions; 'show & tell' sessions
5: PR and
marketing

24
4

80

4

Posters and leaflets distributed via community partners
and volunteer ambassadors
Online campaign utilising website and social media
channels

6: Exhibitions &
Interpretation

4 x Exhibition consultation workshops (one per ward, min
of 20 participants at each)

80

4

80

Display / Exhibitions Volunteer time

30

4 high-quality exhibitions running in each of the target
wards.
7: Evaluation

4

Phase 1. Front-end evaluation
Phase 2. Ongoing evaluation and monitoring
Phase 3. Summative evaluation
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[27,500 +]

APPENDIX 3: Collecting Birmingham acquisitions
NOTE: This summary list is correct as of 20 September 2018. All items on this list have been acquired under the terms of the Collecting Cultures
grant, although some elements of the administration and documentation will be completed shortly after the project ends on 30 September 2018.
All information has been supplied by BMT.
No of Description
items

Purchase
price

Acquisition
type

Level 2
recording

Object
Notes
Photography

£14,250

Auction

Complete

Yes

£57,000

private sale

N

Category: Decorative Art
1

19th century French revival-style
mosque lamp

On display in Faiths Gallery, BMAG

Category: Islamic Art
1

Ottoman Qibla indicator

On display in Faiths Gallery, BMAG

Category: Fine art
35

Lucy McLauchlan: Expressive
Deviant Phonology

private sale

N

16

Stephen J. Morgan: photographs

private sale

N

22

Pogus Caesar: photographs

£5,000

private sale

N

Yes

On display in Fighting Heritage, BMAG

Yes

DONOR PHOTO. Exhibited at Soho
House, 2017, and in BMAG, 2018.

Purchase completed.

Category: Modern & Contemporary Art
100

Vanley Burke: Rivers of Birminam
photographic series

£28,000

Private sale

Complete

2

Donald Rodney: Pygmalion and In
the House of My Father

£35,000

private sale

In progress

3

Yugesh Walia films including African
Oasis

private sale

Pygmalion on display in Body Image,
BMAG
in progress

Category: Science & industry
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No of Description
items

Purchase
price

Acquisition
type

Level 2
recording

Object
Notes
Photography

218

Avery Weigh-Tronix: museum
material

donation

In progress

34

Andrew Wright: collection of video
games/computer development

private sale

In progress

Yes

ORAL HISTORY. Part on display in
BMAG/CB exhibition

20

John Court: collection of video
games/computer development

private sale

N

Yes

ORAL HISTORY. Part on display in
BMAG/CB exhibition.

13

Zafar Qamar: collection of video
games/computer development

private sale

N

Yes

ORAL HISTORY

Category: Social history
37

Grand Hotel Crockery

donation

Inventory
level

?

DONOR PHOTO
On display in BMAG/CB exhibition

1

John Derricourt: Silver tray,
retirement gift

donation

Complete

Yes

DONOR PHOTO and ORAL HISTORY
On display in BMAG/CB exhibition

1

Prison door from HMP Birmingham

donation

Complete

Yes

DONOR PHOTO and ORAL HISTORY
Displayed at MJQ, 2016

12

Doris Burford: Hairdresser's
equipment

donation

Complete

?

DONOR PHOTO and ORAL HISTORY
Displayed at MJQ, 2016

30

Collection of material from Freda
Cocks, first female Conservative
mayor of Birmingham

donation

In progress

?

DONOR PHOTO
Displayed at MJQ, 2016

9

Delta Rods Ltd: Brass extrusions

donation

incomplete?

7

Dorothy Davies: Association of Chief
Police Officers' medal for bravery &
associated material

private sale

Complete

?

DONOR PHOTO

£1,500
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No of Description
items

Purchase
price

Acquisition
type

Level 2
recording

Object
Notes
Photography

2

Birmingham Municipal Bank: trowel
and key

donation

In progress

?

1

Medal Engraving Machine

donation

?

?

5

Hat and booklets from HP factory
worker

donation

In progress

?

91

UNISON: Photographs and archival
material

donation

Complete

18

Polish Domestic items

donation

N

5

Polish Domestic items (Easter
basket, plaster figures, boxes )

donation

N

1

Polish rolling pin

donation

N

7

UNMUTED: Pride banners

donation

N

Yes

Part on display in BMAG/CB exhibition

96

Objects related to the life of local
community champion, Eunice
McGhie-Belgrave

donation

In progress

?

DONOR PHOTO and ORAL HISTORY
Displayed in Soho House, 2017
Now on display in BMAG/CB exhibition

35

Koh-I-Noor Indian restaurant: booth
and associated items

donation

In progress

Yes

Part on display in BMAG/CB exhibition

3

Central Mosque: sound system mixer desk and speakers

donation

In progress

1

Birmingham Central Library:
Foundation stone

donation

In progress

3

Irish faith-related items

donation

N
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On display in BMAG/CB exhibition
ORAL HISTORY
Part on display in BMAG/CB exhibition

ORAL HISTORY

ORAL HISTORY
On display in BMAG/CB exhibition

No of Description
items

Purchase
price

Acquisition
type

Level 2
recording

Object
Notes
Photography
Yes

17

Afro-Caribbean Self-Help
Organisation (ACSHO) - African
Liberation day / movement posters, pamphlets

donation

Y

1

Xeedho

private sale

N

749

Arthur Lockwood watercolours

donation

N

1

Basil Gabbidon, founder member of
Steel Pulse: guitar

private sale

N

1

HJ Cottrill: Watercolour of Aston
Hall

donation

In progress

202

Oriental Star Agency record shop

private sale

DONOR PHOTO and ORAL HISTORY
Part on display in BMAG/CB exhibition

ORAL HISTORY
On display in BMAG/CB exhibition
Transfer of Title to be confirmed

Transfer of Title to be confirmed
?
in progress. Items exhibited in Asian
Youth Culture exhibition, 2018
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APPENDIX 4: Collecting Birmingham social media
FACEBOOK: Birmingham Museums Collecting Birmingham Project (public
group)

87 members

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1664065503824703/
FACEBOOK: Collecting Birmingham (community organisation page)

107 followers

https://www.facebook.com/collectingbirmingham/
TWITTER: @CollectingBirmingham

1139
followers

https://twitter.com/CollectingBham

COLLECTING BIRMINGHAM BLOGS from Birmingham Museums Trust website
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/introducing-collecting-birmingham
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/collecting-birmingham-have-your-say
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/meet-our-collecting-birminghamambassadors
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/can-you-help-share-your-stories
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/collecting-birmingham-aston
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/collecting-birmingham-soho
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/stories-that-should-be-shared
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/donald-rodney-consultation
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/collecting-paradise-memories-ofbirmingham-central-library
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/collecting-birmingham-mrs-eunicemcghie-belgrave-mbe
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/collecting-birmingham-s-gamingheritage
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APPENDIX 5: Gallery survey questionnaire, August 2018

Members of Birmingham's many cultural and ethnic communities have told us
that our collections, although rich and extensive, did not fully represent their
own history, culture and experience of life, work and play in the city.
They advised us to make a change and you're looking at it!
Since 2015, thanks to a Heritage Lottery Fund grant, we have worked with a wide
range of Birmingham communities to develop new ways of collecting, describing and
presenting objects that represent their lives, experiences, culture and history. These
methods are now part of our regular routine.
The items in these cases are some of the 3000+ objects we have added to our
collections as part of this project thanks to the advice, guidance, contributions and
generous support of our community partners.
Are we on the right track? You can tell us by answering these questions.
Please note that we do not want any personal details that might identify you, just your
ideas and opinions. We will use the information collected in this survey to report to our
funders and to develop our future activities.
If you prefer to answer this survey online, go to
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CollectingBirminghamSurvey
Please circle the appropriate responses where necessary
1.

Did you expect to see an exhibition about your own or your
local communities' lives, work, leisure and culture here at
Birmingham Museum?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Please tell us more...

2.

Has this exhibition affected how you think or feel about your
own or local Birmingham communities' lives, work, leisure and
culture?
Please tell us more...

3.

Do you think we have told these stories well?
Please tell us more...
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4.

What do you think about how the diverse communities of Birmingham are
represented in other galleries in the museum?

5.

Has this particular exhibition affected how you think or feel
about Birmingham Museums?

Yes

No

Please tell us more...

6.

How important is it to you that Birmingham Museums works with a wide range
of communities across the city to make sure that our collections and
exhibitions reflect their experience?
It's not at all
important

Not very
important

I don't mind
either way

It's important

It's very
important

Please tell us more...

7.

What objects do you think we should collect in future to represent your own
cultural experience and memories of life, work and play in Birmingham?
Please tell us...

ABOUT YOU
8.

9.

Have you visited any of our other museums or historic venues?
Circle each one you have visited!
Museum of the
Jewellery Quarter

Thinktank at
Millennium Point

Soho House

Aston Hall

Blakesley Hall

Sarehole Mill

Tell us which of our museums is your favourite...
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10.

How often do you visit any of our museums or historic venues?
This is my
first visit

Once a
year

2-5 times
a year

11.

How many are in your group today?

12.

How many of your group are
Female

13.

1

2

Male

Other

16-24 yrs

25-44 yrs

Once a
month
3

4

Once a
week
5

6+

Prefer not to say

How old are you?
0-15 yrs

14.

6-11 times
a year

45-64 yrs

65+ yrs

How far away do you live?
Birmingham

West Midlands

UK

Non-UK

15.

Do you or any members of your group have a disability?

16.

How would you define your ethnicity?

Yes

No

White British

White
non-British

Black British

Black
non-British

South Asian
British

South Asian
non-British

East Asian
British

East Asian
non-British

Mixed heritage
British

Mixed heritage
non-British

Prefer not to say

Other (please define)

17.

Please feel free to share any other comments you might have about
Collecting Birmingham or how we work with communities to make sure they
are represented in Birmingham Museums?

If you are interested in finding out more or getting involved in the work of Birmingham
Museums ask at the reception desk, call 0121 348 8000 or visit
www.birminghammuseums.org.uk
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APPENDIX 6: Contributors

Birmingham Museums Trust
Janine Eason

Director of Engagement

Toby Watley

Director of Collections

Rachel Cockett

Director of Development

Rebecca Bridgman

Collecting Birmingham Project Manager

Charlotte Holmes

Collecting Birmingham Community Engagement Officer

Nazia Ali

Collecting Birmingham Curator

Donna Taylor

Collecting Birmingham Oral History Assistant

Luke Sewell

Collecting Birmingham volunteer and BCU student

Community partners
Mohammed Ali

Soul City Arts

Vanley Burke

Photographer and artist

Zafar Qamar

Video Effects Designer

Mr Chishti

Birmingham Central Mosque

Mykal Wassifa Brown

Advisory panel member and Director of Wassifa CIC

Kasia Zegan

Birmingham Oratory School

Adam Carver

Birmingham LGBT Centre
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